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ABSTRACT
Resolving Disulfide Bond Patterns in SNAP25B Cysteine-Rich Region
Using LC Mass Spectrometry
Nozomi Ogawa
Department of Physiology and Developmental Biology, BYU
Master of Science
A global analysis of the human proteome demonstrates that there are ~5500 tryptic
fragments that contain four cysteines in close proximity. Elucidating whether they
form disulfide bonds in vivo under different conditions is particularly important because
cysteines are known to be a vital cellular redox sensor as well as a catalytic site for important
biochemical reactions. However, currently there are no methods that can resolve disulfide
patterns in closely-packed cysteine residues from a complex sample. In order to address this
problem, we have developed a novel mass-spectrometry-based method to identify the different
disulfide bonding patterns possible, using SNAP25B cysteine-rich region as a test case. Unlike
traditional proteomics, this method uses non-reduced sample preparation, thus preserving intact
disulfide bonds. It relies on collision-induced dissociation (CID) to cause double-backbone and
heterolytic disulfide-bond cleavage and compares this to the theoretical MS/MS spectra. CID in
an ion trap gives robust detection of double backbone cleavages and heterolytic disulfide-bond
cleavages. Here, we report, for the first time, identification of all three disulfide patterns for
double-disulfide species of SNAP25B using collision-induced dissociation.

Keywords: mass spectrometry, disulfide bonds, oxidative stress, SNAP25.
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CHAPTER 1: PROJECT BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW
Introduction
At the nerve synapse, neurons communicate predominantly by releasing
neurotransmitters via exocytosis. Exocytosis is a process in which a vesicle inside the cell
releases its content outside of the cellular compartment via lipid bilayer fusion between the
vesicle and plasma membrane. In neurons, rapid exocytosis of synaptic vesicles is triggered by
calcium ion influx. Calcium ions bind to the protein synaptotagmin which interacts with the
fusion machinery leading to exocytosis. From the point of view of the interacting membranes,
exocytosis is thought to proceed by docking, priming, formation of hemifusion pores, stalk
formation and finally full fusion1.
Synaptic proteins control and catalyze all stages of exocytosis and regulate the release of
neurotransmitter. Of particular interest is how post-translational modifications regulate activity
of the proteins that catalyze exocytosis. This introduction will cover some of the basics and
controversy of the exocytotic machinery.
SNARE proteins and mechanism of complex formation
Soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive fusion factor attachment protein receptor (SNARE)
proteins are the main components of exocytotic machineries that catalyze membrane fusion. The
SNARE proteins are characterized by an unique 60-70 amino acids sequence called the SNARE
motif. The SNARE motif has a central ionic amino acid (glutamine or arginine) surrounded by
four long hydrophobic strands2. SNARE proteins are categorized depending on the central ionic
amino acid of the respective SNARE motif. Q-SNAREs, such as the synaptosomal-associated
protein of 25 kD (SNAP25) and syntaxin contain glutamine as the central ionic amino acid
whereas the R-SNARE, synaptobrevin, contains arginine at the center 3.
1

X-ray crystallography studies reveal that when the three SNARE proteins come in close
proximity, the SNARE motifs form a 12-nm, four-helix tight coiled-coil complex. Shielding of
the complex occurs due to hydrophobic interactions between the SNARE motifs (SNAP25
contributing 2 motifs and syntaxin (H3 domain) and synaptobrevin, contributing 1 motif each in
a 1:1:1 protein stoichiometry (Figure 14).

Figure 1: Hypothetical Model of SNARE complex
(Sx: H3 domain of Syntaxin without the transmembrane region (red), Sb: synaptobrevin
without the transmembrane region (blue), Sn1 and Sn2 domain of SNAP25 (Green) and
SNAP25linker region (green)). Yellow: FRET probes can be inserted on the N-termini of
Sn1 and Sn2).
It is known that during complex formation, one N-terminal SNAP25 SNARE motif (Sn1)
binds to syntaxin first followed by another C-terminal SNAP25 SNARE motif (Sn2). A
florescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) study showed that when fluorescence probes are
attached to the N-termini of Sn1 and Sn2, binding with syntaxin significantly increases the FRET
signal, suggesting Sn1 and Sn2 association upon binding to syntaxin5. This syntaxin-SNAP25
complex is pre-assembled on the membrane and acts as a synaptobrevin acceptor. In a Nterminus to C-terminus zippering manner, this pre-complex and synaptobrevin come together to
form the ternary SNARE complex6.
2

Since all three proteins are stably anchored into the lipids of vesicle and cell membrane,
SNARE complex formation draws the vesicle and cell membranes together for lipid mixing and
mediates subsequent fusion. This SNARE complex is a thermally and chemically stable
structure with a melting (protein unfolding) temperature of above 80˚C at high salt only. The
SNARE complex is also stable under SDS-PAGE electrophoresis7.
Stoichiometry of SNARE protein
At the synapse, syntaxin and SNAP25 are localized primarily on the plasma membrane,
whereas synaptobrevin is localized on the synaptic vesicles. Likewise in chromaffin cells,
syntaxin and SNAP25 show high co-localization in nearly equal mole ratio and form clusters
which cover about 10% of the plasma membrane4c. Isothermal titration calorimeter experiments
on SNARE-SNARE protein binding shows that syntaxin and SNAP25 strongly bind in a 1:1
stoichiometry whereas binding of a second syntaxin to the 1:1 ratio complex is a relatively weak
interaction 4c, 6. Although, 2:1 syntaxin and SNAP25 does form both in vitro and in vivo, the
functional significance of the 2:1 complex is not known. However, excess syntaxin does inhibit
binding of synaptobrevin to proteins, suggesting that the functional acceptor of synaptobrevin is
the 1:1 syntaxin-SNAP25 complex8.
SNAP25 isoforms
SNAP25 has three main isoforms: SNAP25A, SNAP25B and SNAP23. SNAP25A and
SNAP25B are splice variants at exon 5 and they differ by 9 amino acids. The area of difference
includes the cysteine-rich domain located in the section of amino acids that forms the linker
between the two SNARE motifs. The splice effectively moves one of the cysteine residues to a
different position (Figure 2)9. SNAP23 has 58% primary amino acid sequence homology with
SNAP25 and has one extra cysteine (five total) within the cysteine-rich domain9a. This cysteine3

rich region is a membrane targeting domain of SNAP25 and it is thought that this targeting is
achieved and regulated by palmitoylation of these cysteines, which are at positions 85, 88, 90
and 92.

Figure 2 SNAP25 isoforms have conserved but different primary sequences within the cysteinerich region. Note the location and number of cysteines (C) changes for each isoform.
In some way, differences in these cysteine-rich regions influence the localization of
SNAP25 isoforms 9b. In PC12 cells, SNAP25B or SNAP23 are differentially targeted to a
cholesterol-sphingolipids-rich domain called lipids rafts. When SNAP25B and SNAP23 are
expressed in the cell by an injection of a vector that contains the genes for SNAP25B or
SNAP23, SNAP23 associates three-fold higher with lipid rafts than SNAP25B. The associations
of proteins to lipid raft were measured by separating the lipid rafts from other membrane
compartments by triton-X insolubility and sucrose density gradient9b. After lipid rafts and other
membrane compartments were purified, SDS-PAGE was performed on these fractions. In order
to assess whether the cysteine-rich region directs the targeting of SNAP25B and SNAP23 to the
lipids rafts, the investigators mutated phenylalanine of SNAP25B’s cysteine-rich region to a
cysteine, mimicking the cysteine-rich region of SNAP23B. This phenylalanine to cysteine
substitution increased SNAP25B’s association with lipid rafts. In addition, replacing one of
SNAP23’s cysteines to phenylalanine reduced SNAP23’s association with the lipids raft at the
same level as SNAP25B’s. Interestingly, for SNAP23, phenylalanine substitution of cysteines at
different positions produced different level of association with the lipids rafts. These data
4

suggest that the number and position of cysteines within the cysteine-rich region are important in
determining the localization of SNAP25 isoforms.
The tissue localization of the two SNAP25 isoforms in the body is also distinctive. In
mouse, SNAP25B is exclusively expressed in the brain whereas SNAP25A is found in both brain
and spinal cord. SNAP23 is ubiquitously expressed throughout the body including brain, thymus,
lung, kidneys, etc.10. In mature brain, SNAP25B is the dominant isoform and is the protein that
drives neuronal exocytosis11. For example, SNAP25B is expressed ten-fold higher relative to
SNAP25A or SNAP23 in the hippocampus. SNAP25A is more prominent in developing brain
during infancy10.
All three of the isoforms are capable of complexing with synaptobrevin and syntaxin, to
produce exocytosis. However, their localization and role in neuronal exocytosis is distinct. For
instance, when all three isoforms were overexpressed individually in SNAP25 null chromaffin
cells, SNAP25B expression induced larger pools of docked vesicles compared to SNAP25A.
(The number of docked vesicles correlates with the frequency and magnitude of calciumtriggered fast exocytosis). In contrast, SNAP23 did not induce docking of the vesicle to the
plasma membrane9a. This suggests that, among the three isoforms, SNAP25B plays a dominant
role in fast-exocytosis.
Post-translation modification of SNAP25B
SNAP25’s (if not specified, SNAP25 exclusively refers to SNAP25B in this section) two
SNARE domains are connected by a linker region (Figure 312). This linker region is thought to
be important for (1) calcium triggered fast exocytosis, (2) anchoring SNAP25 to the membrane,
and (3) a site of post-translational modification such as palmitoylation and oxidation13. The

5

targets of these post-translational modifications are the four cysteine residues located at the Nterminal end of the linker.

Figure 3: SNAP25B linker regions.
An unverified but hypothesized post-translation modification of SNAP25 is oxidation of
the cysteines perhaps via reactive oxygen species (ROS). Recent research into cell signaling and
reactive oxygen species has revealed that ROS are a regulator of vital cell machinery. This
includes ion channels, cell division, contraction, apoptosis and exocytosis at the synapse14.
Synapses are the site of intense neuronal activity due to rapid neurotransmission and high
metabolic activity. For this reason, the concentration of mitochondria and the level of aerobic
respiration are very high in the synaptic button relative to other locations in the neuron. High
metabolic activity, reflected by increased activity of the mitochondria, significantly increases
ROS production. Moreover, high levels of neurotransmission, which are accompanied by an
influx of calcium into the presynaptic neuron, can stimulate more ROS production in the
mitochondria15. Therefore, increased metabolism makes the synapse susceptible to oxidative
regulation (and damage), which in turn, is known to reduced neurotransmission16. Oxidative
regulation at the synapse may be mediated by hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and nitric oxide (NO-),
which are the most abundant reactive oxygen species in the cell. Hydrogen peroxide is mainly
produced by the electron transport chain in mitochondria during oxidative phosphorylation.
Under normal conditions, the electron transport chain passes electrons to water through a series
6

of redox reactions; but, 0.1 to 0.2 percent of the time the chain produces the incomplete oxidized
form of oxygen (superoxide). This superoxide reacts with water and is then converted to
hydrogen peroxide under physiological conditions. Compared with other free radicals, hydrogen
peroxide is a good candidate as a signaling molecule because it is reactive enough to oxidize the
sulfhydral on the cysteine, but not so reactive that it will react with anything.
It has been previously shown that an increased pre-synaptic level of hydrogen peroxide
regulates the extent of neurotransmitter release17. Indeed 3 µM hydrogen peroxide can enhance
neurotransmitter release, whereas 200 µM H2O2 can cause a decrease in neurotransmitter release
in vitro17c. One potential target for ROS which could diminish neurotransmitter release is
SNAP25. Giniatullin et al. showed that when SNAP25 is oxidized, SNARE complex formation
is diminished16a. A significant reduction in SNARE complex formation was not seen with the
oxidation of the syntaxin or synaptobrevin16a. This suggests that SNAP25 oxidation may be the
vital factor in the regulation of exocytosis.
Clinically, reactive oxygen species and reduced neurotransmission follow retardation of
synaptogenesis and abnormal cell morphology16b. In some cases, this leads to pathological
conditions and cell death16b. In Parkinson’s disease, formation of alpha-synuclein indirectly
causes redistribution a of the SNARE proteins (SNAP25, syntaxin and synaptobrevin) at the
synapse and marked reduction in synaptic activity18.
One possible mechanism for the action of hydrogen peroxide to reduce exocytosis is
through blocking of cysteine palmitoylation by formation of disulfide bonds at the SNAP25
linker region. Blocking palmitoylation should disrupt the proper localization of SNAP25,
reducing the available pool at the presynapse.

7

A second mechanism for hydrogen peroxide-mediated reduction in exocytosis is
formation of a disulfide bond in the linker of SNAP25, which shortens the linker and may exert a
bond strain on the SNARE motif. A molecular dynamics simulation study showed that disulfide
formation in the SNAP25 linker shortens the linker, induces a strain on the entire protein, and
disrupts the hydrophobic interaction between the SNARE motifs, particularly at layers +3 and +4
(Figure 413d).

Figure 4: Formation of the disulfide bond in the cysteine-rich region and disruption of its
hydrophobic layers. Panel A is a SNARE complex with hydrophobic layers labeled. Panel B is
a close-up of the reduced cysteine-rich region and C is a close-up of the single disulfide cysteinerich region13d.
Obviously, the extent to which oxidation shortens the SNAP25B linker depends upon
which combination of disulfide bonds forms (Figure 5). The data from this same molecular
dynamic (MD) simulation study shows that the formation of disulfide bonds between C85 and
C92 and C88 and C90 (Parallel) shortens the linker by 2.0 nm, between C85 and C88 and C90
andC92 (Open) shortens the linker by 0.5 nm and between C85 and C90 and C88 and C92 (Cross
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Over) pair shortens the linker by 1.20nm13d. There are no experimental data that prove any of
these double disulfide patterns can occur. Being able to identifying which combinations of
disulfide bonds form upon oxidation world provide insight into how likely it is that oxidation
will disrupt the hydrophobic interaction of the SNARE complex. The hypothesis proposed by
Bock et al. 2010 assumes that a disulfide bond forms between C85 and C92 and shortens the
linker by 2.0 nm. However, further experiments are required to verify whether this can occur
biochemically.

Figure 5: Complex disulfide bond formation in closely spaced cysteine-rich region
in SNAP25B (residues 84-94). Three double-disulfide patterns can form; Open,
Parallel and Cross Over confirmation. Moreover, formation of only one disulfide
bond can yield six different disulfide patterns(discussed later).
Thus, oxidation of SNAP25, producing disulfide linkages, may play a role in
destabilizing the SNARE complex thereby reducing the effective pool of the vesicle fusion
machineries.
Un-answered questions
Bock et al. 2010 hypothesized that the oxidation of SNAP25B disrupts SNARE complex
by formation of specific disulfide bonding. However, experimental data that supports this
hypothesis is missing. To further test this hypothesis, we must experimentally determine: 1) if
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oxidation of SNAP25B linker leads to the formation of one or more disulfide bonds which
shorten the linker; and 2) if this disrupts the hydrophobic interactions of the SNARE complex.
In order to achieve the above goals, one must be able to differentiate between different
complex patterns of disulfide bonds in the cysteine-rich region. Identification of closely spaced
disulfide bond arrangements has not been previously demonstrated but is necessary to determine
its role in neurotransmitter release.
NMR is well suited to these studies, but is practically limited to cases where a large
volume of pure sample is available and is therefore unsuited to complex mixtures19. For a
complex sample, a mass spectrometry based method is often chosen 20. These methods typically
involve partial reduction and labeling of cysteine residues, followed by complete reduction and
labeling with a different cysteine modification reagent. While this method is effective for simple
cases, it does not differentiate disulfide bonds with other oxidative modification and still requires
a large amount of protein21.
An alternative approach for the partial reduction protocol is non-reduced/non-alkylation
mass spectrometric analysis of disulfide bond analysis. This has been shown to work in a peptide
with a single disulfide bond. This method relys on 1) opening of the disulfide loop via internal
peptide breakage via collision induced dissociation (CID) (particularly when proline is present
within the disulfide loop22) and 2) low abundant disulfide cleavages 22-23.
Traditionally, CID is assumed to break just one bond. However, it was recently found
that a significant number of MS/MS peaks show signs of double cleavages of peptide bonds
upon increasing the CID energy23b, 24. This double peptide-cleavage approach enables the
identification of amino acid sequences within the disulfide loop and significantly improves
identification.
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Again, the SNAP25 cysteine-rich region may form three double-disulfide bond patterns
upon oxidation. The determination of complex disulfide patterns with a collision induced
dissociation using double backbone cleavage and disulfide breakage has never been attempted.
There are significant advantages in developing this method because; it 1) works with complex
sample, 2) requires only small amounts of sample, 3) is not confounded by other oxidative
modifications and 4) requires no additional sample preparation. In the next chapter we report a
successful identification of all three disulfide patterns for the double disulfide species of
SNAP25 using atypical collision induced dissociation.
Goal
The overall goal of this thesis project was to develop a biochemical method that can
resolve complex disulfide pattern in SNAP25 cysteine-rich peptide in a complex sample and test
if such disulfides alter SNARE-SNARE interactions. In Chapter 2 data is presented that shows
complete identification of all three double disulfide bonding patterns. Chapter 3 discusses the
more difficult case of single disulfide bonds. Chapter 3 also presents preliminary date on how
disulfide bonding alters some of SNAP-25s structural properties and its interaction with other
SNARE proteins.
Significance of project
Since the oxidation of proteins via ROS may change their function during pathological
conditions (e.g., Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease), delineating how ROS alter the function
of SNARE proteins may explain why neurodegenerative diseases are accompanied by abnormal
accumulation of plaque at a synaptic terminal (i.e cannot excrete the waste from within the cell
by exocytosis) and why there is a decrease in neurotransmission. Successful development of an
assay that can differentiate between the different patterns is a first step to testing whether
11

shortening of the SNAP25 linker region is involved in these neurodegenerative diseases.
Furthermore, this will be the first known technique that can directly detect complex disulfide
patterns in a complex sample.

12
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CHAPTER 2
Introduction
Disulfide bonds within proteins can be critical in stabilizing the native conformation, but
are also hypothesized to function as a redox buffer and sensor of oxidative stress conditions.
Some specific complex patterns of disulfide bonds in synaptosomal-associated protein of 25 kD
B (SNAP25B) are hypothesized to regulate neurotransmitter release in response to oxidative
stress1. SNAP25B has 4 cysteines and therefore 3 possible patterns of double disulfides (Figure
6). Determination of specific arrangements of closely spaced disulfide bonds has not been
previously demonstrated but is necessary to determine its role in neurotransmitter release.

Figure 6: Complex disulfide bond formation in closely spaced cysteine-rich region in SNAP25B
(residues 84-94). Three double disulfide bond patterns can form; Open, Parallel and Cross Over.
Protein structure determination using NMR can be used to identify specific disulfide
bonds, but is limited to cases where a large volume of pure sample is available and therefore
unsuited to complex mixtures2. For a complex sample, mass spectrometry (MS) based methods
are often chosen3. Such MS studies typically involve partial reduction and labeling, followed by
complete reduction and labeling with a different cysteine modification reagent. In this way,
disulfide bonded cysteines are labeled with one reagent and other pairs of bonded cysteines are
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labeled with another; the original bonding pattern can then be determined by matching cysteines
with the same modification. While this method is effective for simple cases, it does not
differentiate disulfide bonds with other oxidative modifications and still requires a large amount
of protein4.
An alternative approach to the partial reduction protocol is non-reduced/non-alkylation
mass spectrometric analysis of disulfide bond patterns which has been shown to work on a
peptide with a single (two cysteines with one pattern) disulfide bond. This method relies on 1)
cleavage of disulfide bonds and 2) the opening of the disulfide loop by breaking internal peptide
bonds through collision induced dissociation (CID) 5. This technique is particularly effective
when proline is present within the disulfide loop due to an improved fragmentation efficiency at
X-Pro linkages5b.
Previous identification efforts of disulfide bond linkages were performed in collision
cells at higher energies5c, 6, which enables amino acid sequencing within the disulfide loop
region. We anticipate that use of an ion trap induced CID will result in double cleavage products
at normal energies, due to sustained excitation (trapping) of cyclic cleavage products because no
change in mass has occurred.
Identification of complex disulfide bond patterns relying on CID, double backbone
cleavage, and disulfide breakage has never previously been reported. Here we report, for the
first time, the CID-based mass spectrometric resolution of the 3 distinct double disulfide bond
patterns possible in the cysteine rich region of SNAP25B using chromatographic separation and
statistical analysis of shared and unique MS/MS fragments.
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Materials and Method
Protein and synthetic peptide preparation
The recombinant SNAP25B clone was expressed as a GST fusion protein in Escherichia
coli and purified following the published protocol7 with minor modification. During the
induction step, optical density of the media was kept at 0.8 ~ 1 A.U to optimize the protein
synthesis for SNAP25. The final concentration of the purified protein was ~0.1 mg/ml. Identity
of SNAP25B was confirmed by Western blot analysis and mass spectrometry (Polyclonal
SNAP25B antibody purchased from Abcam,Cambridge, MA) . The SNAP25 plasmid was a
generous gift from J. E. Rothman (Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, NY). Synthetic
peptides of sequence FCGLLVLPCNK and FLGLCVCPLNK were purchased from Genescript
Inc (Piscataway, New Jersey ). These peptides are identical to the tryptic fragment of the
cysteines-rich region from SNAP25B except for the replacement of two cysteines with leucines.
Sample preparation
Synthetic SNAP25B peptides were suspended in water and incubated ~1 hour in air to
oxidize. Peptides were subsequently acidified in 1% formic acid. Final concentration of 1 µM
was injected in LC-MS. Purified SNAP25B was run on standard Sodium dodecyl sulfate
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE, 4-20% gel with antioxidant). The excised
SNAP25B band was subjected to a published in-gel tryptic digestion protocol8, with the
alteration of skipping reduction by dithiothreitol, and replacing the iodoacetamide solution with
80 mM solution of N-ethylmaleimide (NEM) instead. This alkylation step, which does not affect
peptides with two disulfide bonds, was carried out in order to prevent spectral overlap between
the single and double disulfide species. SDS-PAGE was performed using commercially
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available equipment and protocols (Pierce, Rockford, IL). Trypsin was purchased from
Promega, Madison, WI.
Liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry
A sample was loaded via an Ultra2D UPLC/Autosampler system (Eksigent, Dublin, CA)
to a 0.17 μL bed volume C-18 stem trap (Optimize Technologies Inc., Oregon City, OR) at 3
μL/min in 95% Buffer A (95% water, 5% acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid), 5% Buffer B (0.1%
formic acid in acetonitrile) for 10 minutes. Elution was carried out @ 325 nL/min through a 25
cm long, 75 μm ID NanoAcquity C18 column (Waters Corporation, Milford, MA) at 45°C by
running from 98% Buffer A to 88% Buffer A over 5 minutes, 88% to 65% Buffer A over 120
minutes, a 5 minute ramp to 5% Buffer A for 12 minutes, and a 4 minute ramp to 95% Buffer A
for 6 minutes to equilibrate the column for subsequent runs. Column eluent was ionized via
nanospray (2.0 kV, 200°C capillary) and analyzed by the LTQ Orbitrap XL (Thermo Fisher
Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA). Survey scans were conducted at 60,000 resolution in the Orbitrap
mass detector, and three fragmentation events were selected with preview mode based upon
parent mass lists and intensity. We prioritized fragmentation of the parent masses for the charge
state +2 tryptic fragment representing FCGLCVCPCNK, and carried out CID fragmentation at
35 eV for selected parent masses representing all possible parent masses for the peptide of
interest, which were then analyzed in the ion trap mass analyzer.
Spectra analysis
RAW data files were converted to mzml files via ProteomeWizard: Open source
Software for Rapid Proteomics Tools Development9. MS/MS spectra were extracted via mspire,
the software library for mass spectrometry based proteomics10. The extracted MS/MS spectra
were analyzed by computer code written by the authors using Ruby 1.9.2 (Freely available at
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https://github.com/organizations/princelab/disulfide_searcher). An overview of the program is
provided in supplementary material (S1). All MS/MS fragmentations were carried out on z= +2
precursor mass.
For the analysis of the synthetic peptide FCGLLVLPCNK and FLGLCVCPLNK, the
average MS/MS spectrum was calculated using the Xcalibur software (Thermo Fisher Scientific
Inc., Waltham, MA). We confirmed that there is no inter-molecular disulfide bridge (dimer)
between the peptides in our preparation by ensuring that no higher charge states existed at the
given m/z value. For the peptide FCGLLVLPCNK in the +2 state, there was a complete
chromatographic separation between the reduced ((MW + 2)/2) and oxidized ((MW)/2),
characterized by loss of two proton on the sulfhydryls) form of the peptide. For the peptide
FLGLCVCPLNK, the chromatogram showed overlap between the reduced and oxidized form.
However, we confirmed the absence of cross contamination between the oxidized and reduced
MS/MS spectra manually through use of Xcalibur software; b and y series of the reduced species
(which would occur if the isolation window for the MS/MS could not resolve between the
oxidized and reduced species, which differs by 1 Thompson unit) was not observed in the
MS/MS spectra of the oxidized species.
We eliminated the possibility of spectra contamination for the tryptic digested samples by
treating them with NEM and causing a shift of 250 or 500 Thompson units to the single disulfide
and fully reduced species respectively. The double backbone cleavages use b- and yfragmentations scheme implemented by Clark et al 6. Heterolytic and homolytic disulfide
cleavages were predicted based on the mechanism described by Choi et al5c. A triple backbone
cleavage was assumed to occur in sequence of b → y → y fragmentation, where the mechanism
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of the second and third y fragmentation is identical. The complete human proteome was
extracted from uniprot (human) database.
Results
We demonstrate that the double backbone and disulfide cleavages (heterolytic) occur in
the Ion Trap and present a method for deductively resolving three patterns of disulfide bonds in
SNAP25B cysteine-rich region. Then, we present data where, for the first time, complex
disulfide bonding patterns are resolved with mass spectrometry and chromatography.
Double peptide backbone and disulfide cleavages in an ion trap
As a test case to characterize the propensity for double backbone cleavage and disulfide
(heterolytic/homolytic) cleavage events in our Ion Trap CID cell, we fragmented two single
disulfide peptides, where two cysteines in SNAP25B are substituted with leucine. The
propensities for different cleavage types were monitored by calculating %observed/predicted
fragments for each Q depth (the number of top intense peaks extracted per 100 thompson (Th)
bin from the MS/MS spectra, Figure 7). Strikingly, the first SNAP25B C88L C90L mutant
peptide (with a longer disulfide loop) showed significant double backbone cleavage fragments,
with comparable intensity to single cleavage fragment ions (Figure 7A-B). Heterolytic disulfide
cleavage occurs well above the noise but less commonly than the single or double backbone
cleavages. The second SNAP25B C85L C92L mutant peptide (with a shorter disulfide loop)
shows less double backbone cleavages and heterolytic disulfide cleavage, with single cleavage
being the dominant type (Figure 7C-D). Homolytic disulifde cleavages followed the same trend
as random fragments. Thus, homolytic disulfide cleavage does not seem to occur under our
conditions.
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These anticipated double cleavage events were found to occur very readily under our Ion
Trap CID conditions. This we attribute to the continued excitation of the single cleavage
products when the product mass is unchanged by the first bond cleavage, leading to a second
cleavage event before the ion is removed from the excitation waveform.

Figure 7: CID generates significant numbers of double peptide backbone cleavages and
heterolytic disulfide cleavages with C88L C90L (A-B), but not with C85L C92L SNAP25B
cyteine-rich peptide (C-D). Random is a pool of 1000 randomly selected masses. Q value is the
number of top intense peaks extracted per 100 thompson (Th) bin from the MS/MS spectra.
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In silico MS/MS fragmentation
Theoretically, the SNAP25B cysteine-rich region may form three different bonding
patterns upon double disulfide bond formation. We postulated that double cleavage
fragmentations would generate diagnostic fragments unique to a specific disulfide patterns. The
heterolytic disulfide breakage would generate fragments that would be employed to give the
primary amino acid sequence (Supplementary material S2).
To confirm our hypothesis, in silico MS/MS fragmentation simulations were performed
on the SNAP25B cysteine-rich region of the three disulfide bond variants, considering single,
double backbone and heterolytic cleavages. The different patterns of SNAP25B resulted in
different and unique MS/MS fragmentation upon single, double and heterolytic disulfide
cleavages (Table 1). However, the cross-over pattern with the double disulfide did not produce
unique diagnostic fragments upon in silico MS/MS fragmentation. In order to address this, we
expanded our fragmentation scheme and included triple backbone cleavages. In silico
fragmentation of cross-over pattern with triple backbone cleavages generated 9 unique fragments
which may be used to identify the cross-over pattern.
cleavage type
Pattern

single

double

heterolytic disulfide

open

10(4)

16(6)

20

parallel

6

21(10)

20

crossover

6

9

20

Table 1: Number of m/z fragments produced for each fragmentation scenario in the SNAP25B
cysteine-rich region. The numbers inside the parentheses are fragments that uniquely occur in
each specific disulifde bond pattern. These fragments can be used to identify presence or
absence of each disulfide pattern.
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Complete chromatographic separation
Differing disulfide bond patterns may be resolved with liquid chromatography (LC).
Since triple backbone cleavage has not been previously demonstrated in the literature, we
initially constructed an identification tree assuming triple cleavage does not occur. When the
variously linked peptides are chromatographically resolved, the identity of bonding patterns
having no unique fragments may be inferred. Specifically, the following conditions must be met
in order to deduce the identity of bonding patterns which yield no unique fragments: 1) the
MS/MS fragments must confirm that the peptide is in fact the linked peptide in question (i.e., a
member of the set of possible bond arrangements and not some other peptide), 2) the various
linked peptides must be separated chromatographically, and 3) the other LC peaks and their
corresponding patterns must be confidently identified.
Given that some patterns generate no unique fragments, we used the above logic to
construct a decision tree for identifying complex disulfide patterns (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Decision Tree for identifying disulfide patterns.
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Scoring method
We developed software which utilized an identification algorithm based upon
Andromeda11 with some modifications to account for the double backbone- and heterolytic
disulfide cleavages. The MS/MS spectrum is optimized for maximal score based upon the
shared fragmentation ions from all possible disulfide bond patterns. The maximal score is
calculated from set of scores obtained from matching predicted fragments with experimental
spectra at 1...10 queue-depths (Q). Q is the number of top (in terms of intensity) peaks extracted
for every 100 Thompson bin. The score is calculated using a cumulative hypergeometric
distribution statistical model in lieu of the binomial distribution.
Additionally, we generate two scores, 1) the primary sequence score which confirms the
primary amino acid sequence of the peptide and 2) the pattern diagnostic score which is used to
identify specific disulfide patterns, where score = -10*log10(p-value). The primary sequence
score is highly similar to a conventional Andromeda score, representing the match quality of the
fragment ions to the predicted fragment ions (shown in black in Table 1). The pattern diagnostic
score represents the significance of the match to the predicted unique fragment ions of each
predicted disulfide pattern (shown in red in Table 1). These two values will be used to evaluate
the presence of a pattern (Figure 8).
In order to be stringent on identifying the primary amino acid sequence of the peptide,
99,999 decoy sequences (33,333 randomly scrambled FCGLCVCPCNK sequences (out of 1.6e6
possible permutations) with all 3 possible disulfide bond patterns) and their predicted
fragmentation spectrum were matched against the previously optimized experimental spectra.
The primary amino acid sequence was validated only when the primary sequence score of the
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target peptide was the highest among the primary sequence scores of the 99,999 decoy
sequences.
Identification of the three different disulfide patterns.
The three double disulfide bonds patterns were separated and identified from an in-gel
tryptic digest of affinity-purified SNAP25B protein. In order to prevent spectral overlap between
the single and the double disulfide species of SNAP25B, we treated the sample with NEM and
tagged the open sulfhydryls on the single disulfide species. This causes a shift to the mass of
single disulfide species by 250 Da and prevents spectral overlap between the differently oxidized
states. This is crucial because the parent mass of the single and the disulfide species are only
different by 1 Th unit (at z = +2), which is sufficient to cause a spectral cross-contamination
between the different oxidized states when selecting the parent mass of interest within the ion
trap. Impressively, the resolving power of our column was sufficient to clearly separate three
species at the parent mass (+/- 0.05 Thompsons or ~ 8 ppm) (Figure 9). We extracted the
MS/MS data of each LC peak (Q depth = 7,6,4 for the first , second and third LC peaks
respectively) and calculated the extent of identity for the three possible ‘open’, ‘parallel’ and
‘cross over’ patterns. The statistical model identifying the three different disulfide patterns based
on the decision tree (Figure 8).
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Figure 9: Extracted ion chromatogram for mass (591.73-591.74 where theoretical monoisotopic m/z(+2)
is 591.748) , showing three distinctly resolved peaks. The MS/MS spectra were extracted at retention
times 68.03, 71.94 and 77.90 for the respective LC peaks.
For each of the three chromatographic peaks, the primary sequence score generated by
the target sequence FCGLCVCPCNK was highest among scores generated by the decoy peptides
(Figure 10A-C). All three chromatographic peaks include the primary amino acid sequence of
the SNAP25B cysteine-rich region.
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Figure 10: All three chromatographic peaks have the primary amino acid sequence of the target
peptide double disulfide FCGLCVCPCNK (A-C). We further confirmed our matches by running
a decoy type search based upon the input peptide sequence by generating 99,999 sequence
variants and plotting the search results for each match. By this metric, we see that matches for
the true sequence lie well outside the distribution of false matches. The bars for open, parallel
and cross-over pattern do not represent observed frequency but indicate their respective score.
Having confidently identified the SNAP25B cysteine-rich region, we calculated the
pattern diagnostic score in order to determine the specific disulfide pattern for each LC peak.
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Peaks 2 and 3 scored above a 99% confidence line for open and parallel patterns respectively
(Figure 11). Having 1) identitied that peak 1 has the SNAP25B cysteine-rich double disulifde
peptide, 2) complete chromatographic separation between the three peaks and 3) identified two
other patterns in peak 2 and 3 to be open and parallel, by deduction we can conclude that peak 1
must be the elution of the remaining (cross-over) pattern. This result is also consistent with the
observation that the patterns that gave the highest primary sequence score are consistent with the
identification of unique fragments for the respective patterns (Figure 10).

Figure 11: LC elutions of peaks 2 and 3 show the presence of open and parallel patterns
(respectively). The dotted line is the 99% confidence line for the presence of a pattern(Score =
20, where p-value = 0.01 ). (nd; no detection).
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Triple backbone cleavages.
Ion peptide fragments remain captured in the ion trap until they fall off from the
excitation waveform via loss of mass. The cross-over pattern has high probability of maintaining
its initial mass after single or double backbone cleavages due to the presence of the two
overlapping disulfide bonds and therefore may have a significant probability of triple backbone
cleavages. We calculated that the cross-over pattern produces 9 unique fragments upon triple
backbone cleavage (whereas there are no unique fragments with double cleavage, see Table 1).
We speculated that we may detect unique fragments from a triple backbone cleavage in the
MS/MS spectra of the first chromatographic peak (Figure 9), which was deductively determined
to contain cross-over pattern. In support of this, but to our surprise, we detected 2 out of 9 of
these unique fragments at Q depth of just 4 (p-value = 0.019: this Q depth was chosen because it
gave the best match for these 9 fragments. It is not optimized based on the shared fragments as
implemented in the previous section). Neither MS/MS spectra from second or third
chromatographic peaks contained any of these unique fragments, even after increasing the Q
depth to 10 (p-values = 1.0, no detection). This statistical analysis using triple backbone cleavage
needs to be treated carefully since triple backbone cleavage by CID in ion trap has not been
previously demonstrated. However, the statistics is consistent with the observation in the
previous section that the first chromatographic peak (Figure 11) contains cross-over pattern.
Broad applicability of the method
A global analysis of the human proteome demonstrates that there are ~5500 tryptic
fragments which contain four cysteine residues analogous to our test case. While we can’t yet
say our method is applicable to all of these fragments, we postulate that this method has broader
applicability than just the protein tested. Topologically, any peptide that has four cysteine
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residues can only form open, parallel and cross-over patterns upon double disulfide bond
formations.
The unique fragments for each disulfide variant are topologically conserved for a peptide
that has four cysteine residues: the disulfide bond pattern is resolved when the two intramolecular disulfide bonds are separated, and their masses are detected. While the open pattern
requires single-backbone cleavage in order to separate the two disulfide bonds, the parallel
pattern requires double-backbone cleavage in order to separate the two disulfide bonds.
However, neither single- nor double- backbone cleavages can separate the two disulfide bonds
for the cross-over pattern. Triple-backbone cleavage is required to separate the two disulfide
bonds for the cross over pattern.
The number of unique fragments for the open and parallel patterns is dependent on the
regions between the cysteines (Figure 12). For the open pattern, the number of unique fragments
is dependent upon the number of amino acid residues that lie between the second and the third
cysteines (Figure 12). On the other hand, the number of unique fragments for the parallel pattern
is dependent upon the number amino acid residues that lie between the first and second
cysteines, and also between the third and fourth cysteines (Figure 12). The number of unique
fragments for the cross-over pattern is dependent upon amino acid residues between the first and
the fourth residues.

Figure 12: The amino acid residues between the cysteines determine the number of unique fragments for
each variant. ‘A’ is an arbitrary letter that represents any amino acid residue. The labels ‘Parallel’ and
‘Open’ are indicating the regions responsible for producing unique fragments.
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Topologically, the cross-over pattern can never produce unique fragments which are used
to distinguish among the three patterns if no triple backbone cleavage is considered. Since triple
backbone may not always be feasible, identification of three patterns will require complete
chromatographic separation. However, chromatographic separation and formation of these three
patterns may not be feasible, potentially due to either steric hindrance or to similar
hydrophobicity among the patterns. Perhaps, these parameters limiting each pattern should be
assessed with molecular dynamic simulation before considering using this method for a protein.
Discussion
Here, we report, for the first time, successful identification of all three disulfide patterns
for double disulfide species of SNAP25B using collision induced dissociation. Analysis on the
mode of fragmentations, in the ion trap, with a single disulfide peptide showed that double
backbone cleavage can occur as intensely as single backbone cleavage, and that heterolytic
disulfide bond can occur significantly in a peptide with a long disulfide loop. This is the first
report where ion trap fragmentation assessed CID double backbone cleavages.
There are significant advantages to using this method over other techniques such as a
NMR or a partial reduction protocol: it requires less target protein, can tolerant sample impurities
and does not falsely identify as other oxidative modifications.
While the result demonstrates the capacity to identify the three different bond patterns for
the initial peptide, there are limitations of the algorithm inherent given the difficulty of the
problem. First, a mix of the patterns in a single chromatographic peak cannot be resolved to full
identification due to the high degree of similarity between each fragmentation spectra, even a
small amount of a different bond pattern can confound an identification. Further, the cross-over
variant has no unique fragments after double cleavage, and so is identified by a lack of
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diagnostic fragments, and a higher primary sequence score than the other two variants. This
applies generally, regardless of peptide sequence. This deductive identification means that the
detection of the cross-over variant is dependent on detecting the other two variants and their
complete chromatographic separation. However this could be overcome by doing a preliminary
study where the elution profile of each pattern is characterized before a complex sample, where
not all of the disulfide variants are present. Lack of unique diagnostic peaks of cross-over
pattern could also be overcome by taking into account triple backbone cleavage (if feasible) or
subjecting MS2 fragments (that produce unique diagnostic peak) to MS3 fragmentation.
The SNAP25B cysteine-rich region can form six patterns of single disulfide species. We
are hoping to resolve this problem by applying the same method described here (Chapter 3).
A challenge in examining disulfide bond patterns is that disulfide bonds may undergo an
interchange reaction with neighboring cysteines at alkaline or neutral pH. The primary purpose
of this study was to show that the various disulfide bond patterns of the cysteine rich region in
SNAP25B could be identified, so no action was taken to avoid disulfide interchange during
sample preparation. Future studies examining the relative ratios of disulfide patterns should be
undertaken at lower pH (2-6), although this must be balanced with concern for diminishing
tryptic activity12. Sample handling at a pH of 6.0 may be an optimal solution, and indeed has
been shown to minimize disulfide shuffling while allowing tryptic activity13.
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Supplementary Material

Figure 13: Overview of the analysis. Summary of the codes and algorithm implemented for
calculating the cumulative hypergeometric distribution function.

Figure 14: Double peptide cleavages and disulfide breakages assist in identification of complex
patterns.
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CHAPTER 3
Introduction
In this chapter we will discuss two sets of data. Part one will discuss identification of
single disulfide species of SNAP25B cysteine-rich region, a continuation of chapter 2. Part two
will discuss how oxidation may affect SNAP25B interaction with syntaxin using circular
dichroism (CD) spectroscopy.
Part ONE: Resolving single disulfide species of SNAP25B cysteine-rich region.
Single disulfide species of the SNAP25B cysteine-rich region can form six different
disulfide patterns. Four of the variants show unique diagnostic fragments (using the same MS
procedures as detailed in Chapter 2), but the remaining variants show no diagnostic fragments
(Figure 15and Table 2).

Figure 15: Single Disulfide species of SNAP25B cysteine-rich region can from six different
disulfide bonds. The “#” in the amino acid sequence below each figure represents the cysteine
(C) involved in disulfide bond.
In order to assess whether these variants can be separated with the same liquid
chromatography protocol used with the double disulfide species (Chapter 2), 0.5µM of synthetic
peptide FCGLCVCPCNK was oxidized in air and prepared for LC-MS/MS. This time the
alkylation step was omitted to demonstrate the importance of N-ethylmaleamide treatment in
resolving complex disulfide patterns. This NEM treatment tags the free sulfhdyrals on the
cysteine residues and shifts the parent mass of the single disulfide species.
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cleavage type
Patterns

Single

double

Heterolytic
disulfide

F#GL#VCPCNK

14(4)

24(5)

12

F#GLCV#PCNK

10

22

16

F#GLCVCP#NK

6

32(10)

24

FCGL#V#PCNK

16

27(3)

8

FCGL#VCP#NK

12

23

16

FCGLCV#P#NK

16(4)

27(6)

8

Table 2. Fragmentation for single
disulfide species of SNAP25B cysteinerich region. The number inside the
bracket is fragments that uniquely occur
in each pattern. These fragments can be
used to identify the presence or absence
of each pattern.

Due to lack of the NEM treatment, this sample contains both untagged single disulfide
species and double disulfide species, with only 1Th unit separation between the two species. This
is a problem because the isotopic tail of the double disulfide species contaminates the MS/MS
spectra of the single disulfide species (Figure 16). In addition to this inherent problem, namely
that the double disulfide species contaminates the chromatogram of the untagged single disulfide
species; an additional problem was encountered. As shown in, the chromatograph (Figure 17,
reconstruction algorithm) our LC column does not separate between the elution times of the two
species which are exactly 1 Da apart when the peptide is either +1 or +2. Moreover, the
isolation window for the MS/MS scan is typically 2 Th units. This means that the contamination
above or below 1 Da will be fragmented with the target parent mass. Inclusion of the other
disulfide species is detrimental to our analysis because we utilize low intensity double backbone
cleavages; so small amounts of contaminants from a highly similar peptide will inevitably lead to
miss-identification.
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Figure 16: Higher isotopes of the double disulfide species contaminate the parent (monoisotopic
mass) of the single disulfide species. The “*” shows parent masses for double and single
disulfide species
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Figure 17: Extracted ion chromatogram for mass (592.73-592.74) shows unresolved
chromatographic peaks. The chromatography does not distinguish between single and double
disulfide species.
One way to solve spectra overlap between the double and single disulfide species is to
treat the peptide with NEM during sample preparation. This shifts the parent mass of the single
disulfide species by mass of two NEM (250 Da) and will prevent them from confounding with
the MS/MS spectra of the double disulfide peptides. This should also significantly improve the
chromatographic separation between the two species. Our data show that modification of
reduced cysteines (e.g. by NEM treatment) during the sample preparation is a necessary step for
resolving single disulfide species.
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Part TWO: Effect of Oxidation on association between SNAP25 and syntaxin
Introduction
An unverified but hypothesized post-translation modification of SNAP25 is oxidation of
the cysteines perhaps via reactive oxygen species (ROS). Recent research into cell signaling has
revealed that ROS is a regulator of vital cell machinery. This includes ion channels, cell
division, contraction, apoptosis and exocytosis at the synapse1.
Synapses are the site of intense neuronal activity due to rapid neurotransmission and high
metabolic activity. For this reason, the concentration of mitochondria and the level of aerobic
respiration are very high in the synaptic button relative to other locations in the neuron. High
metabolic activity, reflected by increased activity of the mitochondria, significantly increases
ROS production. Moreover, high rates of neurotransmitter release, which are accompanied by an
influx of calcium into the presynaptic neuron, can stimulate more ROS production in the
mitochondria2. Therefore, increased metabolism makes the synapse susceptible to oxidative
regulation (and damage), which in turn, is known to reduced neurotransmission3. Oxidative
regulation at the synapse may be mediated by hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and nitric oxide (NO-),
which are the most abundant reactive oxygen species in the cell. Hydrogen peroxide is mainly
produced by the electron transport chain in mitochondria during oxidative phosphorylation.
Under normal conditions, the electron transport chain passes electrons to water through a series
of redox reactions; but, 0.1 to 0.2 percent of the time the chain produces the incomplete oxidized
form of oxygen (superoxide). This superoxide reacts with water and is then converted to
hydrogen peroxide under physiological conditions. Compared with other free radicals, hydrogen
peroxide is a good candidate as a signaling molecule because it is reactive enough to oxidize the
sulfhydryl on the cysteine, but not so reactive that it will react with anything.
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It has been previously shown that an increased pre-synaptic level of hydrogen peroxide
regulates the extent of neurotransmitter release4. Indeed 3 µM hydrogen peroxide can enhance
neurotransmitter release, whereas 200 µM H2O2 can cause a decrease in neurotransmitter release
in vitro4c. One potential target for ROS which could diminish neurotransmitter release is
SNAP25. Giniatullin et al. showed that when SNAP25 is oxidized, its ability to form critical
interactions with syntaxin and synaptobrevin (the SNARE complex) is diminished3a. A
significant reduction in SNARE complex formation was not seen with the oxidation of the
syntaxin or synaptobrevin3a. This suggests that SNAP25 oxidation may be a vital factor in the
regulation of exocytosis.
Clinically, reactive oxygen species and reduced neurotransmission follow retardation of
synaptogenesis and abnormal cell morphology3b. In some cases, this leads to pathological
conditions and cell death3b. In Parkinson’s disease, formation of alpha-synuclein indirectly
causes redistribution of the SNARE proteins (SNAP25, syntaxin and synaptobrevin) and marked
reduction in synaptic activity5. This redistribution may be caused by blocking of SANP25
palmitoylation via oxidation.
One possible mechanism for the action of hydrogen peroxide to reduce exocytosis is
through blocking of cysteine palmitoylation by formation of disulfide bonds at the SNAP25
linker region. Blocking palmitoylation should disrupt the proper localization of SNAP25,
reducing the available pool at the presynapse.
A second mechanism for hydrogen peroxide mediated reduction of exocytosis is the
formation of a disulfide bond in the linker of SNAP25. Such a bond shortens the linker and may
hinder formation of the SNARE complex. Consistent with this, a molecular dynamics simulation
study showed that disulfide formation in the SNAP25 linker shortens the linker, induces a strain
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on the entire protein, and disrupts the hydrophobic interaction between the SNARE motifs,
particularly at layers +3 and +4 (Figure 186).

Figure 18: Formation of the disulfide bond in the cysteine-rich region and disruption of its
hydrophobic layers. Panel A is a SNARE complex with hydrophobic layers labeled. Panel B is
a close-up of the reduced cysteine-rich region and C is a close-up of the oxidized cysteine-rich
region. From Bock et al.6
Obviously, the extent to which oxidation shortens the SNAP25B linker depends upon
which combination of disulfide bond forms (Figure 15). The data from this same molecular
dynamic (MD) simulation study show that the formation of disulfide bonds between the C85C92,C88-C90 pair (Parallel) shortens the linker by 2.0 nm, C85-C88,C90-C92 pair (Open)
shortens the linker by 0.5 nm and C85-C90,C88-C92 pair (Cross Over) shortens the linker by
1.20nm 6. There are no experimental data that prove any of them can occur. Being able to
identifying which combinations of disulfide bonds form upon oxidation world provide insight
into how likely it is that oxidation will disrupt the hydrophobic interaction of the SNARE
complex. The hypothesis proposed by Bock et al. 2010 assumes that the disulfide bond forms
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between C85-C90 and shortens the linker by 2.0 nm. However, further experiments are required
to verify whether this can occur biochemically.
Thus, oxidation of SNAP25, producing disulfide linkages, may play a role in
destabilizing the SNARE complex thereby reducing the effective pool of the vesicle fusion
machineries.
In vivo, SNAP25 first interacts with syntaxin to form a pre-acceptor complex7. This preacceptor complex is than available to bind synaptobrevin on the vesicle membrane, according to
the SNARE hypothesis (see chapter 1). Final exocytosis of the vesicle generally requires
calcium binding to the vesicular protein, synaptotagmin, which alters its interactions with the
SNARE complex and cell membrane. Oxidation of SNAP25 (producing 1-2 disulfide bonds)
could reduce exocytosis by changing any one of these steps.
A defining characteristic of SNARE complex is its high stability; the SNARE complex is
SDS-resistant and its secondary structure is stable at high temperature. This stability of the
SNARE complex is essential for its physiological function since it is postulated that the energy
release upon SNARE complex formation catalyzes vesicle fusion8. We hypothesized that the
extra disulfide bond acts at the first step (pre-acceptor complex formation) to reduce SNAP25’s
affinity for or stability with syntaxin. This may play a regulatory or pathological role in
neurotransmission under oxidative stress. In this chapter, we test whether oxidation affects
stability and the secondary structure of the SNAP25-Syntaxin pre-acceptor complex.
Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy can be used to measure the secondary structure of
a protein. For our purpose, a difference in alpha helical content of SNAP25 and syntaxin can be
monitor between the 1) oxidized and 2) reduced conditions using this instrument. In addition CD
spectroscopy can measure the stability of a complex structure by conducting a temperature melt,
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where alpha helix content is monitored as a function of temperature. Most protein complexes,
including the SNARE complex and SNAP25-Syntaxin pre-acceptor complex, exhibit a specific
temperature where the secondary structure deteriorates rapidly. This is called the melting
temperature9. Identifying and comparing melting temperature under different oxidative condition
should reveal how oxidation regulates SNARE assembly.
Materials and Methods
Purified SNAP25B and syntaxin 1A-11 (missing the transmembrane domain) were
produced as previously published10. The proteins were further purified by High Performance
Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) on an Agilent Technology 1100 with 300SB-C8 2.0x150 3.5µm
column (Agilent tech., Santa Clara, CA). Briefly, purified proteins were filtered by 0.45 micron
disk filter (Watman plc, Kent, United Kingdom) in presence of 25 mM β-mercaptoethanol and
placed in a standard autosampler tube. The sample was loaded via Agilent technology 1000
HPLC system (Agilent tech., Santa Clara, CA) to the column. Elution was carried out at0.80
ml/min from 65% buffer A (acetonitrile/H2O (5/95)) and 35% buffer B (acetonitrile/H2O (95/5))
to 30% buffer A and 70% buffer B over 40 minutes. Protein fractions were evaporated and
resuspended in a phosphate buffer (50mM NaH2PO4, Na2HPO4, 100mM NaF, ph 7.4) and
analyzed with model 420 Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy (Aviv Biomedical Inc, Lakewood,
NJ). For all experiments, we used 1mm size quarts cuvette. Protein concentrations were
estimated by Spectrophotometer ND-1000 (NanoDrop Tech. Inc, Wilmington, DE). Unless
otherwise noted, the concentration of all proteins used for these experiments were 2.5µM. The
conditions for the mild oxidation and hash oxidation were 100µM Fe(II), 300µM H2O2 and 20
mM H2O2 respectively.
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Results
Oxidation destabilizes the syntaxin-SNAP25 acceptor complex. We initially assessed
whether oxidation changes the structure and association of the syntaxin-SNAP25 complex using
circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. Syntaxin 1A-11 and SNAP25 were incubate at room
temperature for 2 hours. The temperature was then lowered to 4C and the syntaxin-SNAP25
mixture was treated with mild oxidants. Although lowering the temperature did increase the
amount of helical structure in the syntaxin-SNAP25 pre-complex, mild oxidation did not change
its secondary structure significantly (Figure 19A).
The thermo-stability of the pre-complex was also measured with CD by cycling the
temperature (4˚C => 70˚C => 4˚C) at a rate of ~15˚C/hr). Mild oxidative conditions did not have
a significant effect on the melting temperature whereas harsh oxidative conditions significantly
decreased the melting temperature from about 45˚C to 35˚C (Figure 19B-C, see below). Future
work is required to assess whether this shift in melting temperature occurs due to formation of
disulfide bonds within the cysteine-rich region or oxidation somewhere else on the protein. As
described earlier, we have now developed a method that can readily address this issue.
In order to assess the ability of SNAP25 and syntaxin to refold after denaturation, we
conducted a reverse temperature scan. When care is taken to keep the sample in a fully reduced
state, the reverse temperature scan leads to nearly complete refolding (Figure 19B-C). In contrast,
for both mild and excessive oxidizing conditions, SNAP25 and syntaxin fail to recover their
initial secondary structure (Figure 19B-C, upper red traces). Further work is required to assess
whether this irreversible denaturation is due to protein aggregation via inter-molecular disulfide
bond formation or intra-molecular disulfide bond formation of SNAP25 preventing its
interaction with syntaxin.
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These data suggest that syntaxin cannot complex with oxidized SNAP25. In order to test
this, we attempted to form intra-disulfide specie of SNAP25. At physiology relevant
concentration of SNAP25, we would expect oxidation to induce formation of intra-molecular
disulfide bonds. However, our attempt failed since at concentration required for CD
spectroscopy (~2.5µM), SNAP25 forms dimers upon oxidation (data not shown). A different
approach will be needed to address this issue.

Figure 19: Oxidation affects the stability of the syntaxin-SNAP25 pre-complex but does not
affect the secondary structure measured at room temperature. A) SNAP25B-syntaxin1A-11
complex’s secondary structure does not change upon mild oxidation. B-C) Excessive oxidative
conditions significantly decreased the melting temperature of the pre-complex. The conditions
for the mild oxidization and hash oxidation were 100µM Fe(II) with 300µM H2O2 and 20 mM
H2O2 respectively.
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Discussion
Here we present data that show oxidation effects the stability but not the secondary
structure of the pre-formed syntaxin-SNAP25 acceptor complex. We observed a significant
decrease in its stability under hash oxidizing condition (20 mM H2O2). However, it is hard to
assess whether this condition has physiological relevance since the concentration of endogenous
hydrogen peroxide in neurons experiencing harsh ROS exposure is not well characterized. The
differential effect of oxidation between the two treatments (mild and harsh) is perplexing
because both conditions are known to be sufficient to cause disulfide bond formation between
the cysteines of SNAP25. One explanation could be that with harsh oxidation additional amino
acids that are usually relatively insensitive to oxidation are modified and this change leads to the
decreased stability of the pre-complex.
Although the amino acid cysteine is particularly vulnerable to oxidative modification,
oxidation can also cause modifications of tyrosine, methionine, lysine and histidine under harsh
oxidative conditions. The positive effect on the melting temperature for the harsh oxidative
condition might be explained by non-specific oxidative modification of these amino acids.
Further work is required to verify this hypothesis. Perhaps use of a cysteine-free SNAP25 mutant
could validate this hypothesis.
For both mildly and excessively oxidizing conditions, SNAP25-syntaxin complex failed
to recover their initial secondary structure (Figure 19ABC). Further work is required to assess
whether this was due to protein aggregation via inter-molecular disulfide formation or intramolecular disulfide formation of SNAP25 which could prevent interaction with syntaxin.
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OVERALL CONCLUSION
In Chapter 2, we report a successful identification of all three disulfide patterns for
double disulfide species of SNAP25 using atypical collision induced dissociation (CID) and
liquid chromatography (LC). There are significant advantages to this method. This method 1)
works with complex sample, 2) requires much small amounts of sample, 3) does not confound
with other oxidative modification and 4) requires no additional sample preparation.
However, as discussed in chapter 3, we were not successful in resolving six disulfide
patterns for the single disulfide species. Although we failed to resolves the disulfide patterns
here, the result of the analysis display inherent weakness of this technique. Nevertheless, the
surprising success with complete identification of the three double disulfide species gives hope
that the single disulfide species can also be identified. The interaction between SNAP25 and
syntaxin appear to be affected by oxidation. However, further work is required to validate our
result.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A
This is a tool which provides a way to search a spectrum and determine which disulfide
bridging explains the fragmentation pattern. The program is specifically design to analyze intramolecular-disulfides. It is applicable to a peptide that from two to four cysteines.
Code. All codes are written in Ruby1.9.2
All of the codes are available @https://github.com/organizations/princelab
READ ME:
= Disulfide Searcher
This is a tool which provides a way to search a spectrum and determine which disulfide bridging
explains the fragmentation pattern.
==Instruction on use
Convert RAW file to Mzml file.
Extract desire MS/MS spectra into a txt file.
Each spectrum entry must have m/z and intensity like this m/z&intensity (for example see
below).
166.0254669189453&5.477432727813721
168.9894561767578&5.265219211578369
171.41159057617188&1.6244796514511108
174.1829833984375&1.4657062292099
175.14503479003906&1.5564558506011963
4. Call ‘cmdline.rb’ to initiate the analysis.
== Note on Patches/Pull Requests
* Fork the project.
* Make your feature addition or bug fix.
* Add tests for it. This is important so I don't break it in a future version unintentionally.
* Commit, do not mess with rakefile, version, or history.
(if you want to have your own version, that is fine but bump version in a commit by itself I can
ignore when I pull)
* Send me a pull request. Bonus points for topic branches.
== Copyright
Copyright (c) 2010 Brigham Young University. See LICENSE for details.
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‘read_mzml.rb’
#This file extracts ms/ms spectra of desired parameters from the RAW file"
require 'mspire/mzml'
def extract(name,msms)
mzml_file = "C:/Ruby192/myproject/exp_data/mzml/#{name}"
Mspire::Mzml.open(mzml_file) do |mzml|
mzml.each do |spectrum|
next unless spectrum.ms_level == 2
if spectrum.precursor_mz.round(2) == msms #and spectrum.precursor_charge == 2
"Precursor charge"
spectrum.precursor_charge
"Precursor mass"
spectrum.precursor_mz
"Size of the Specrum"
spectrum.mzs.size
"Spectrum intensities size"
spectrum.intensities.size
da = spectrum.peaks.collect {|t| t.join("&")}
"rt"
spectrum.retention_time
File.open("C:/Ruby192/myproject/exp_data/#{msms}#{(spectrum.retention_time/60).to_f.round(2)}.txt", "w+") do |f|
f.puts da
f.puts (spectrum.retention_time/60).to_f.round(2)
end
end
end
end
end
[591.74].each do |i|
extract("indepedent_specific_ms2.mzML",i)
end
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‘cmdline.rb’
#Call this file to start the analysis. You must input amino acid sequence with at least two
cysteine and specify data file (.txt). All the necessary variables can be change at this command
line. If you are lost do –help.
$LOAD_PATH << (File.dirname(__FILE__) + '/../bin')
$LOAD_PATH << (File.dirname(__FILE__) + '/../lib')
require "command"
require "tools"
module DisulfideSearcher
CMDLineDefaults = "--sequence FCGLCVCPCNK --run-file somefile.txt".split(/ /)
RunDefaults = {:sequence=>"AASCFCADFSCFCA",
:run_file=>"C:/Ruby192/myproject/exp_data/extracted_mzml/Dependent_specific_ms2.mzML/5
91.73-77.9.txt", :output_file=>nil,:mass_tolerance=>0.3, :Qvalue=>15,
:single_disulfide_mode=>false,:disulifde_pattern_analysis=>true,:lower_mz_limit=>200,
:output_percent_coverage=>false, :optimizeQ=>false, :help=>false, :sequence_given=>true,
:run_file_given=>true}
class CMDline
def self.run(argv)
require 'trollop'
parser = Trollop::Parser.new do
opt :sequence, "Input the peptide sequence", required: true, type: :string
opt :run_file, "Input file, files need to be in this format m/z&intensity, m/z&intensity...",
:required => true, type: :string
opt :output_file, "Output file --suitable automatic name will be used if not specified", type:
:string
opt :mass_tolerance, "Mass tolerance for MS/MS matching", type: :float, default: 0.3
opt :lower_mz_limit, "Lower mass limit for searching", type: :int, default: 200
opt :output_percent_coverage, "Output the percent coverage of each fraggment ion type"
opt :optimizeQ, "Optimize for best Q value within Andromeda type algorithm"
opt :Qvalue, "sample top q number of peaks from every 100 thompson unit", type: :int,
default: 6
opt :single_disulfide_mode, "When you have more four cysteines but want to analyze
peptide with single disulifde bond"
opt :disulifde_pattern_analysis, "Give score for each pattern of different possible
disulifde patterns", default: true
opt :Decoy, "Create 1000 random peptide and give hypergeometric distribution score"
end
opts = Trollop::with_standard_exception_handling parser do
#raise Trollop::HelpNeeded if argv.empty? # show help if empty
parser.parse(argv)
end
p opts
end
end
end
if $0 == __FILE__
ARGV = DisulfideSearcher::CMDLineDefaults if ARGV.empty?
ARGV
input = DisulfideSearcher::CMDline.run(ARGV)
end
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#optimum level of data extraction is determined by caculating the common score up to Q= 70 by
2Q.
if input[:optimizeQ] == true
array_of_q = (1..35).map do |i|
[interface(input[:sequence],input[:mass_tolerance],i*2,input[:single_disulfide_mode],input[:di
sulifde_pattern_analysis],input[:lower_mz_limit],input[:output_percent_coverage],input[:run_file])
,i*2]
end
p array_of_q.sort
elsif input[:Decoy] == true
pool = (0..1000).collect do |i|
input[:sequence].split("").shuffle.join
end
pool.delete_if {|d| d == input[:sequence]}
output = pool.map do |e|
p
interface(e,input[:mass_tolerance],input[:Qvalue],input[:single_disulfide_mode],input[:disulifde_p
attern_analysis],input[:lower_mz_limit],input[:output_percent_coverage],input[:run_file])
end
#outputfile ==> indicate where you want file to be saved.
name = "C:/Ruby192/myproject/decoy/f_decoy#{input[:run_file][-10,10]}.txt"
File.open(name, "w+") do |f|
f.puts frequency_analyzer(output.flatten.map {|f| f.round}.sort, name)
end
else
p
interface(input[:sequence],input[:mass_tolerance],input[:Qvalue],input[:single_disulfide_mode],in
put[:disulifde_pattern_analysis],input[:lower_mz_limit],input[:output_percent_coverage],input[:ru
n_file])
end
‘command.rb’
#this program combine predicted and experimental spectra and give the final output.
$LOAD_PATH << (File.dirname(__FILE__) + '/../lib')
require 'mwcaculator'
require 'connector'
require 'peptide_Fragmentor'
require 'hetero_homo_breakage'
require 'hypergeo_analysis'
require 'uniq_peak_analysis'
require 'disulfide_pattern_generator'
require 'uniq_frag'
require 'GenerateTheorticalSpectra'
require 'make_fragments_from_disulfide_cleavages'
def
interface(pep_seq,tolerance,qvalue,single_disulfide_mode,uniqmode,low_range,uni_frag_mode
,file_name)
#Caculate_theorticcal_upper_limit_by_cauclating MW
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up_ran = "" ; maxmas = MWcaculator::Mwcaculator.new("mono") ;
maxmas.caculate_mw([pep_seq + "hhho"]).each {|y| up_ran = y} ; up_range = up_ran.to_i
#generate different disulifde pattern
pep_pattern = DisulfidePatternGenerator.new(pep_seq)
pep_sequence_array = pep_pattern.generate_disulfide_pattern(single_disulfide_mode)
array_of_scores_for_each_pattern = pep_sequence_array.collect do |pep_sequence|
arr_all_mode_theortical_spectra_strings =
GenerateAllModeTheorticalSpectra.run(pep_sequence,single_disulfide_mode)
arr_all_mode_theortical_spectra_mzs =
arr_all_mode_theortical_spectra_strings.collect do |i|
ConvertStringToMass.run([i],tolerance).flatten.delete_if {|d| d.class ==
String}
end
experimental_spectra_mzs =
extract_data_and_bin((File.open("#{file_name}")),qvalue,tolerance).uniq
result =
hypergeo_analysis(experimental_spectra_mzs,arr_all_mode_theortical_spectra_mzs[0..2].flatte
n.uniq,tolerance,qvalue,up_range,low_range)
if uni_frag_mode == true
"uniq_fragmenetaion_mode_percentage"
uniq_frag_an=
uniq_fragment_analysis(arr_all_mode_theortical_spectra_mzs,result[5],tolerance,up_range,low
_range,result[-1])
else
result
end
end
if uni_frag_mode == true
array_of_scores_for_each_pattern
else
puts "PEPTIDE:#{pep_seq}|No.of disulfide
pattern:#{pep_sequence_array.size}"
p "p-values"
puts array_of_scores_for_each_pattern.transpose[0]
if uniqmode == true
#predicted_uniq_peaks for each pattern
uni =
Unique_peaks_analyzer.new(array_of_scores_for_each_pattern,tolerance,up_range,low_range
)
pre = uni.find_unique_peaks("predicted","nya")
#predicted_uniq_peaks for each pattern that had an actual match
uni.find_unique_peaks("hits",pre)
uni.common_peaks
end
end
end
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‘disulfide_pattern_generator.rb’
#This program generate all the theoretical spectra(single backbone cleavage, double backbone
cleavage, heterolytic disulfide cleavage and homolytic disulfide cleavage).
$LOAD_PATH << (File.dirname(__FILE__) + '/../lib')
require 'mwcaculator'
require 'connector'
require 'peptide_Fragmentor'
require 'hetero_homo_breakage'
require 'tools'
class GenerateTheorticalSpectra
def self.run(pep_sequence,single_disulfide_mode)
#Make theortical spectra for heterolytic/homolytic disulfide breakage.
#If we have four cysteines, we must fragment disulfide broken peptide and connect
them.
disul_connected =
MakeFragmentsFromDisulfideCleavages.run(pep_sequence,single_disulfide_mode)
#Make theortical single peptide backbone fragmentation spectra for a double
disulfide bonded peptide.
single_backbone_cleavage = Fragmentor.new(pep_sequence)
tt = single_backbone_cleavage.single_connected_fragmentation
#Connects the two cysteine paris up
frags_single = Connector.new(tt)
single_connected = frags_single.connect_disulfide
#Make Theortical double peptide backbone fragmentation spectra for a double
disulide bonded
nu = Fragmentor.new(pep_sequence)
by = nu.by_fragmentation
#Connects the two cysteine-pairs up
frags_double = Connector.new(by)
double_connected = frags_double.connect_disulfide
[single_connected,double_connected,disul_connected[0]]
end
end
class ConvertStringToMass
def self.run(array_strings,tolerance)
#Bring all the conncted fragments together and Screen out the peptides that does not
have a charge on it (represented by +)
all_mzs_and_strings = array_strings.map do |i|
charged_sing_double_sul_frags =
ScreenOutNonChargedFragments.run(i) #frags_double = Connector.new()
#caculate mass of predicted m/zs
mass = MWcaculator::Mwcaculator.new("mono")
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mzs = mass.caculate_mw(charged_sing_double_sul_frags)
#bin predicted mass by mass_tolerance*2
predic_mzs_binned = bin_it(mzs,tolerance)
#p predic_mzs_binned.sort
mzs_and_strings =
[predic_mzs_binned,charged_sing_double_sul_frags].transpose
end
end
end
class GenerateAllModeTheorticalSpectra
def self.run(pep_sequence,single_disulfide_mode)
#Make theortical spectra for heterolytic/homolytic disulfide breakage.
#If we have four cysteines, we must fragment disulfide broken peptide and connect
them.
disul_connected =
MakeFragmentsFromDisulfideCleavages.run(pep_sequence,single_disulfide_mode)
hete_connected = disul_connected[0] ; homo_connected = disul_connected[1]
#Make theortical single peptide backbone fragmentation spectra for a double
disulfide bonded peptide.
single_backbone_cleavage = Fragmentor.new(pep_sequence)
tt = single_backbone_cleavage.single_connected_fragmentation
#Connects the two cysteine paris up
frags_single = Connector.new(tt)
single_connected = frags_single.connect_disulfide
#Make Theortical double peptide backbone fragmentation spectra for a double
disulide bonded
nu = Fragmentor.new(pep_sequence)
by = nu.by_fragmentation
#Connects the two cysteine-pairs up
frags_double = Connector.new(by)
double_connected = frags_double.connect_disulfide
[single_connected,double_connected,hete_connected,homo_connected]
end
end
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‘connector.rb’
#This program generate disulfide bonds and link the two cysteines.
class Connector
def initialize(post_frag_seqs)
@post_frag_seqs = post_frag_seqs
#this is string of fragmented peptides after
fragmentation.
@mode = post_frag_seqs.collect {|o| o.flatten.join.count("1234")}
end
def connect_disulfide
if @mode[0]== 4 #if the target peptide have four cystiens then do this mode.
array_of_linked_peptides =[]
array_of_no_linked_piece = []
@post_frag_seqs.each do |aiueo|
one = []; two = [] ; three = [] ; four = []
whole = [] ; trash_can = [] ; onetwo = [] ; threefour = []
aiueo.each do |en| # connects 1 and 2 + # connects 3 and 4.
if en.include?("1") then one << en
elsif en.include?("2") then two << e
elsif en.include?("3") then three << en
elsif en.include?("4") then four << en
else trash_can << en
end
end
onetwo = (one + two).join
threefour = (three + four).join
whole << onetwo << threefour << trash_can
rr = whole.flatten!.delete_if {|x| x == ""}
three2 = [] ; four2 = [] ; one2 =[] ; two2 = []
trash2 = []
rr.each do |i|
#connects 3 and 4 # connects 1 and 2.
if i.include?("3") then three2 << i
elsif i.include?("4") then four2 << i
elsif i.include?("1") then one2 << i
elsif i.include?("2") then two2 << i
else trash2 << i
end
end
array_of_linked_peptides << (three2 + four2).join << one2 << two2 << trash2
array_of_linked_peptides.flatten!.delete_if {|x| x == ""}
end
"Fragmentation of 1234 :"
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#array_of_no_linked_piece
array_of_linked_peptides
elsif @mode[0] == 2

#if the target peptide have two or three peptide then do this.

whole12 =[]
trash_can12 = []
@post_frag_seqs.each do |aiueo|
one = []; two = [] ; three = [] ; four = []
whole = [] ; trash_can = []
aiueo.each do |en|
if

en.include?("1") or en.include?("3")
one << en
elsif en.include?("2") or en.include?("4")
two << en
else
trash_can << en
end
end
(one + two).join
whole12 << (one + two).join << trash_can
whole12.flatten!.delete_if {|x| x == ""}
end
whole12
end
end
end
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‘extract_data_and_bin.rb’
#This program extract_top Q_peaks from every 100 Thompson interval.
$LOAD_PATH << (File.dirname(__FILE__) + '/../lib')
require "tools"
def extract_data_and_bin(exp_spectr,qval,delta)
#Make Raw data into an array.
data1 = exp_spectr.read.split("\n")
rt = data1[-1].to_f.round(1)
data1.pop ; st_mzs_int = data1.collect {|o| o.split("&")}
msz_f = st_mzs_int.transpose[0]
int_f = st_mzs_int.transpose[1].collect {|t| t.to_f}
#Make m/zs and intesnity into Hash so that I can order them according to intensity.
sp_hash = Hash.new {|h,k| h[k] = []}
[msz_f,int_f].transpose.collect {|ww| sp_hash["#{ww[0]}"] << ww[1] }
sp_hash = sp_hash.sort {|a,b| b[1] <=> a[1] }
#Take sorted data and round m/zs according to mass tolerance (usually +-0.15*2 => 0.3
m/z) => bin m/zs. Then, I round the m/zs to 0.01.
sorted_d = [sp_hash.to_a.transpose[0], sp_hash.to_a.transpose[1].flatten].transpose.collect
{|ee| [ee[0].to_f,ee[1]]}
sorted_data = [sorted_d_bin =
bin_it(sorted_d.transpose[0],delta),sorted_d.transpose[1]].transpose
final_data = []
qvalue = qval
#Store [m/zs,intensity] accodring to 100Th
=begin not
p"ARAE"
sorted_data
if sorted_data.size >= qvalue
sorted_data[0..qvalue-1].each {|w| final_data << w}
elsif sorted_data.size < qvalue
sorted_data.each {|w| final_data << w}
else
p 'you failed'
end
=end
clasify(sorted_data).each do |e|
if e.size >= qvalue
e[0..qvalue-1].each {|w| final_data << w}
elsif e.size < qvalue
e.each {|w| final_data << w}
else
p 'you failed'
end
end
final_data_mzs = final_data.transpose[0]
end
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‘GenerateTheorticalSpectra.rb’
#This program generate all the theoretical spectra(single backbone cleavage, double backbone
cleavage, heterolytic disulfide cleavage and homolytic disulfide cleavage).
$LOAD_PATH << (File.dirname(__FILE__) + '/../lib')
require 'mwcaculator'
require 'connector'
require 'peptide_Fragmentor'
require 'hetero_homo_breakage'
require 'tools'
class GenerateTheorticalSpectra
def self.run(pep_sequence,single_disulfide_mode)
#Make theortical spectra for heterolytic/homolytic disulfide breakage.
#If we have four cysteines, we must fragment disulfide broken peptide and connect
them.
disul_connected =
MakeFragmentsFromDisulfideCleavages.run(pep_sequence,single_disulfide_mode)
#Make theortical single peptide backbone fragmentation spectra for a double
disulfide bonded peptide.
single_backbone_cleavage = Fragmentor.new(pep_sequence)
tt = single_backbone_cleavage.single_connected_fragmentation
#Connects the two cysteine paris up
frags_single = Connector.new(tt)
single_connected = frags_single.connect_disulfide
#Make Theortical double peptide backbone fragmentation spectra for a double
disulide bonded
nu = Fragmentor.new(pep_sequence)
by = nu.by_fragmentation
#Connects the two cysteine-pairs up
frags_double = Connector.new(by)
double_connected = frags_double.connect_disulfide
[single_connected,double_connected,disul_connected[0]]
end
end
class ConvertStringToMass
def self.run(array_strings,tolerance)
#Bring all the conncted fragments together and Screen out the peptides that does not
have a charge on it (represented by +)
all_mzs_and_strings = array_strings.map do |i|
charged_sing_double_sul_frags =
ScreenOutNonChargedFragments.run(i) #frags_double = Connector.new()
#caculate mass of predicted m/zs
mass = MWcaculator::Mwcaculator.new("mono")
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mzs = mass.caculate_mw(charged_sing_double_sul_frags)
#bin predicted mass by mass_tolerance*2
predic_mzs_binned = bin_it(mzs,tolerance)
#p predic_mzs_binned.sort
mzs_and_strings =
[predic_mzs_binned,charged_sing_double_sul_frags].transpose
end
end
end
class GenerateAllModeTheorticalSpectra
def self.run(pep_sequence,single_disulfide_mode)
#Make theortical spectra for heterolytic/homolytic disulfide breakage.
#If we have four cysteines, we must fragment disulfide broken peptide and connect
them.
disul_connected =
MakeFragmentsFromDisulfideCleavages.run(pep_sequence,single_disulfide_mode)
hete_connected = disul_connected[0] ; homo_connected = disul_connected[1]
#Make theortical single peptide backbone fragmentation spectra for a double
disulfide bonded peptide.
single_backbone_cleavage = Fragmentor.new(pep_sequence)
tt = single_backbone_cleavage.single_connected_fragmentation
#Connects the two cysteine paris up
frags_single = Connector.new(tt)
single_connected = frags_single.connect_disulfide
#Make Theortical double peptide backbone fragmentation spectra for a double
disulide bonded
nu = Fragmentor.new(pep_sequence)
by = nu.by_fragmentation
#Connects the two cysteine-pairs up
frags_double = Connector.new(by)
double_connected = frags_double.connect_disulfide
[single_connected,double_connected,hete_connected,homo_connected]
end
end
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‘make_fragments_from_disulfide_cleavages.rb’
#This program make theoretical heterolytic and homolytic disulfide cleaved peptide fragments.
class MakeFragmentsFromDisulfideCleavages
def self.run(pep_sequence,single_disulfide_mode)
array_of_hete_homo = (0..1).collect do |f|
if single_disulfide_mode == true
sul_arr = Sul_breaker.run(pep_sequence)[f].flatten.collect do |e|
sul_f = Fragmentor.new(e)
sul_fra = sul_f.fragmentation
(sul_fra[0] + sul_fra[3])
end
elsif pep_sequence.count("C1234") == 4
pre_sul_arr = Sul_breaker.run(pep_sequence)[f].flatten.collect do |e|
sul_f = Fragmentor.new(e)
sul_fra = sul_f.single_connected_fragmentation
end
sul_c = Connector.new(pre_sul_arr.flatten(1))
sul_arr = sul_c.connect_disulfide
else
sul_arr = Sul_breaker.run(pep_sequence)[f].flatten.collect do |e|
you want homolytic cleavage, delete [0]
sul_f = Fragmentor.new(e)
sul_fra = sul_f.fragmentation
(sul_fra[0] + sul_fra[3]) # b and y
end
end
sul_arr.flatten
end
array_of_hete_homo
end
end
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##if

‘hetero_homo_beakage.rb’
#This program make theoretical heterolytic and homolytic disulfide cleaved peptide fragments.
class Sul_breaker
def self.run(aaseq)
if aaseq.count("1234") == 4
#heterolytic cleavages
heteroA = aaseq.clone.gsub!(/[12]/, '1' => '<', '2' => '>')
heteroB = aaseq.clone.gsub!(/[12]/, '2' => '<', '1' => '>')
heteroC1 = aaseq.clone.gsub!(/[34]/, '3' => '<', '4' => '>')
heteroC2 = aaseq.clone.gsub!(/[34]/, '4' => '<', '3' => '>')
#homolytic cleavages. #replace 1 with ? or ! #replace 2 with 2 or 1.
homoC1 = aaseq.clone.gsub!(/[12]/, '1' => '?', '2' => '!')
homoC2 = aaseq.clone.gsub!(/[12]/, '2' => '?', '1' => '!')
homoC3 = aaseq.clone.gsub!(/[34]/, '3' => '?', '4' => '!')
homoC4 = aaseq.clone.gsub!(/[34]/, '4' => '?', '3' => '!')
[[heteroA,heteroB,heteroC1,heteroC2],[homoC1,homoC2,homoC3,homoC4]]
elsif aaseq.count("12") == 2
heteroA = aaseq.clone.gsub!(/[12]/, '1' => '<', '2' => '>')
heteroB = aaseq.clone.gsub!(/[12]/, '2' => '<', '1' => '>')
homoC1 = aaseq.clone.gsub!(/[12]/, '1' => '?', '2' => '!')
homoC2 = aaseq.clone.gsub!(/[12]/, '2' => '?', '1' => '!')
[[heteroA,heteroB],[homoC1,homoC2]]
else p "no disulfid bonds"
["UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU"]
end
end
end
‘pepitde_fragmentor.rb’
#Fragment the target peptide and calculate their b,y and b=>y series.
class Fragmentor
def initialize(peptide)
@peptide = peptide
end
#double fragmnetation with two intact disulifde bond
def by_fragmentation
peptide2 = @peptide.split('').insert(0,"h").insert(-1,"oh").join
frag__b = (2..@peptide.size+1).collect do |num|
peptide2.split('').insert(num,'b').join
end
frag__y = frag__b.collect do |po|
(2..(@peptide.size+1)).to_a.collect do |ei|
po.split('').insert(ei,'y').join
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end
end
frag__2good = frag__y.flatten.delete_if {|x| x.include?("by") or x.include?("yb")}
final_arry_spectra = frag__2good.collect do |pep_b|
pep_b.gsub!(/[by]/, 'b'=>'+-h', 'y'=>'%-h').split("-")
end
final_arry_spectra
end
#single fragmentation with two intact disulfide bond.
def single_connected_fragmentation
peptide2 = @peptide.split('').insert(0,"h").insert(-1,"oh").join
frag__b = (2..@peptide.size+1).collect do |num|
peptide2.split('').insert(num,'b').join
end
frag__y = (2..(@peptide.size)).to_a.collect do |ei|
peptide2.split('').insert(ei,'y').join
end
final_arry_spectra = [frag__b,frag__y].flatten.collect do |pep_b|
pep_b.gsub!(/[by]/, 'b'=>'+-h', 'y'=>'%-hh+').split("-")
end
final_arry_spectra
end
def fragmentation
final_yb = [] ; frag__b = [] ; frag___finaly = [] ; frag___finalb = []; frag__y = []
peptide2 = @peptide.split('').insert(0,"h").insert(-1,"oh").join
(2..@peptide.size).collect do |num|
frag__b << peptide2.split('').insert(num,'b').join
end
(2..@peptide.size).to_a.collect do |ei|
frag__y << peptide2.split('').insert(ei,'y').join
end
"y-series"
frag__y.each do |pep_y|
frag___finaly << pep_y.gsub!(/[by]/, 'b'=>'+-h', 'y'=>'-+h').split("-")
end
"b-series"
frag__b.each do |pep_b|
frag___finalb << pep_b.gsub!(/[by]/, 'b'=>'+-h', 'y'=>'-+h').split("-")
# proton is attach to the right side
end
frag___finalb
#making copying for xyz
frag___finalx= Marshal.load( Marshal.dump(frag___finaly) )
frag___finalz= Marshal.load( Marshal.dump(frag___finaly) )
#making copying for xyz
frag___finala= Marshal.load( Marshal.dump(frag___finalb) )
frag___finalc= Marshal.load( Marshal.dump(frag___finalb) )
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peptide2b= Marshal.load( Marshal.dump(peptide2) )
peptide2a= Marshal.load( Marshal.dump(peptide2) )
peptide2y= Marshal.load( Marshal.dump(peptide2) )
peptide2z= Marshal.load( Marshal.dump(peptide2) )
##All of the these go up to FCGLCVCPCN(no K)
bfrag = frag___finalb.collect do |bb|
bb[0]
end
bfrag << (peptide2b.delete "h" "o").insert(0,"h")
afrag = frag___finala.collect do |aa|
aa[0].insert(0,"@*")
end
afrag << (peptide2a.delete "h" "o").insert(0,"h").insert(0,"*@")
cfrag = frag___finalc.collect do |cc|
cc[0].insert(0,"hhhn")
end
#All of these go up to (F)CGLCVCPCNK, with no #F
yfrag = frag___finaly.collect do |iy|
iy[1].insert(0,"h") #charged fragments
end
yfrag.insert(0,peptide2y.insert(0,"h"))
xfrag = frag___finalx.collect do |po|
po[1].insert(0,"co%")
end
zfrag = frag___finalz.collect do |eo|
(eo[1].delete "h" "o").insert(-1,"oh").insert(0,"&%")
end
zfrag.insert(0,(peptide2z.delete "h" "o").insert(-1,"oh").insert(0,"&%"))
all_frag = [bfrag,afrag,cfrag,yfrag,xfrag,zfrag]
end
end
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‘mwcaculator.rb’
#Calculate monoisotopic or average molecular weight of input string. Note that input is ARRAY
and output is also going to be ARRAY.
module MWcaculator
class Mwcaculator
def initialize(ave_mono)
@ave_mono = ave_mono
end
def caculate_mw(aaseq)
if @ave_mono == "mono" then
ha = { #my_fragmentation notation
"1" => (103.009184- 1.007825032), #oxidized cysteine
"2" => (103.009184- 1.007825032), #oxidized cysteine
"3" => (103.009184- 1.007825032), #oxidized cysteine
"4" => (103.009184- 1.007825032), #oxidized cysteine
"?" => (103.009184- 1.007825032-1.007825032), #homolytic cleavage
"!" => 103.009184, #homolytic cleavages
"<" => (103.009184-1.007825032-1.007825032-31.9720707), #heterolytic cleavages
">" => (103.009184+31.9720707), #heterolytic cleavages
"%" => - 1.007825032, #-1 during the second fragmentation
"B" => 1.007825032,
"h" => 1.007825032,
"o" => 15.994914622,
"c" => 12.000000000,
"@" => -15.994914622,
"*" => -12.000000000,
"n" => 14.003074,
"&" => -14.003074,
#standard amio acid
"G" => 57.021464,
"A" => 71.037114,
"S" => 87.032028,
"P" => 97.052764,
"V" => 99.068414,
"T" => 101.047678,
"C" => 103.009184,
"I" => 113.084064,
"L" => 113.084064,
"N" => 114.042927,
"D" => 115.026943,
"Q" => 128.058578,
"K" => 128.094963,
"E" => 129.042593,
"M" => 131.040485,
"H" => 137.058912,
"F" => 147.068414,
"R" => 156.101111,
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"Y" => 163.063329,
"W" => 186.079313
}
mw_mono = aaseq.collect do |f|
( f.count("G")*ha["G"] +
f.count("A")*ha["A"] +
f.count("S")*ha["S"] +
f.count("P")*ha["P"] +
f.count("V")*ha["V"] +
f.count("T")*ha["T"] +
f.count("C")*ha["C"] +
f.count("I")*ha["I"] +
f.count("L")*ha["L"] +
f.count("N")*ha["N"] +
f.count("D")*ha["D"] +
f.count("Q")*ha["Q"] +
f.count("K")*ha["K"] +
f.count("E")*ha["E"] +
f.count("M")*ha["M"] +
f.count("H")*ha["H"] +
f.count("F")*ha["F"] +
f.count("R")*ha["R"] +
f.count("Y")*ha["Y"] +
f.count("W")*ha["W"] +
#my_lang
f.count("1")*ha["1"] +
f.count("2")*ha["2"] +
f.count("3")*ha["3"] +
f.count("4")*ha["4"] +
f.count("h")*ha["h"] +
f.count("%")*ha["%"] +
f.count("B")*ha["B"] +
f.count("o")*ha["o"] +
f.count("c")*ha["c"] +
f.count("@")*ha["@"] +
f.count("*")*ha["*"] +
f.count("n")*ha["n"] +
f.count("&")*ha["&"] +
f.count("<")*ha["<"] +
f.count(">")*ha[">"] +
f.count("?")*ha["?"] +
f.count("!")*ha["!"]
)
end
mw_mono
else
mw_ave = aaseq.collect do |f|
ha = { #my_fragmentation notation
"1" => (103.009184- 1.007825032),
"2" => (103.009184- 1.007825032),
"3" => (103.009184- 1.007825032),
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"4" => (103.009184- 1.007825032),
"?" => (103.009184- 1.007825032),
"<" => (103.009184-1.007825032- 1.007825032-31.9720707),
">" => (103.009184 + 31.9720707),
"%" => - 1.00794,
"B" => 1.00794,
"h" => 1.00794,
"o" => 15.9994,
"c" => 12.011,
"@" => -15.9994,
"*" => -12.011,
"n" => 14.00674,
"&" => -14.00674,
#standard amio acid
"G" => 57.0519,
"A" => 71.0788,
"S" => 87.0782,
"P" => 97.1167,
"V" => 99.1326,
"T" => 101.1051,
"C" => 103.1388,
"I" => 113.1594,
"L" => 113.1594,
"N" => 114.1038,
"D" => 115.0886,
"Q" => 128.1307,
"K" => 128.1741,
"E" => 129.1155,
"M" => 131.1926,
"H" => 137.1411,
"F" => 147.1766,
"R" => 156.1875,
"Y" => 163.1760,
"W" => 186.2132
}
( f.count("G")*ha["G"] +
f.count("A")*ha["A"] +
f.count("S")*ha["S"] +
f.count("P")*ha["P"] +
f.count("V")*ha["V"] +
f.count("T")*ha["T"] +
f.count("C")*ha["C"] +
f.count("I")*ha["I"] +
f.count("L")*ha["L"] +
f.count("N")*ha["N"] +
f.count("D")*ha["D"] +
f.count("Q")*ha["Q"] +
f.count("K")*ha["K"] +
f.count("E")*ha["E"] +
f.count("M")*ha["M"] +
f.count("H")*ha["H"] +
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f.count("F")*ha["F"] +
f.count("R")*ha["R"] +
f.count("Y")*ha["Y"] +
f.count("W")*ha["W"] +
#my_lang
f.count("1")*ha["1"] +
f.count("2")*ha["2"] +
f.count("3")*ha["3"] +
f.count("4")*ha["4"] +
f.count("h")*ha["h"] +
f.count("%")*ha["%"] +
f.count("B")*ha["B"] +
f.count("o")*ha["o"] +
f.count("c")*ha["c"] +
f.count("@")*ha["@"] +
f.count("*")*ha["*"] +
f.count("n")*ha["n"] +
f.count("&")*ha["&"] +
f.count("<")*ha["<"] +
f.count(">")*ha[">"] +
f.count("?")*ha["?"]
)
end
mw_ave
end
end
end
end
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‘hypergeo_analysis.rb’
#this program calculate the primary sequence score.
$LOAD_PATH << (File.dirname(__FILE__) + '/../lib')
require "extract_data_and_bin.rb"
require "tools"
require 'rubygems'
require 'distribution'
def hypergeo_analysis(experim_spectra,predicted_spectra,delta,qvalue,up_range,low_range)
#The sum of number of unique predicted spectra(number of hits in a sample) and cut off above
and below the analysis ranges.
succ_in_pop = eliminate_outside_mass_range(predicted_spectra,low_range,up_range).uniq
pool_of_samples = eliminate_outside_mass_range(experim_spectra,low_range,up_range).uniq
p nu_succ_in_pop = succ_in_pop.size
p sample_size = pool_of_samples.size
#Match experimental spectra with predicted spectra (they should be exactly the same since I
binned both).
matches = succ_in_pop.select do |predmz|
pool_of_samples.any? do |actmz|
(predmz-actmz).abs.round(3) <= 0.00001
end
end
### prevents stoping whtn 0 hits
#mzs that were found to be match
p "match_mass"
p matched_mass = matches.uniq.sort
#number of matches between the experimental spectra and predicted spectra
no_macthes = matched_mass.size
#population size
population = (up_range-low_range)/(delta*2)
if no_macthes == 0 then
[0.9999,0.0001,no_macthes,qvalue,sample_size,matched_mass,succ_in_pop.sort,pool_of_sam
ples]
else
hyper_cdf = 1 - Distribution::Hypergeometric.cdf(no_macthes1,nu_succ_in_pop,sample_size,population.to_i)
[hyper_cdf.to_f,Math.log10(hyper_cdf.to_f)*10,no_macthes,qvalue,sample_size,matched_mass,succ_in_pop.sort,pool_of_samples]
end
end
‘uniq_frag.rb’
#This program caculate % observed/theortical spectra of MS/MS spectra.
$LOAD_PATH << (File.dirname(__FILE__) + '/../lib')
require 'GenerateTheorticalSpectra'
require 'scramble_generator'
require 'rubygems'
require 'distribution'
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require 'tools'
def uniq_fragment_analysis(all_ma,match,tolerance,up_range,low_range,experimental_spectra)
all_mass = all_ma.map {|w| w.uniq}
#caculate
#generate_unique_mzs_for_each_fragmentation
p "Unique fragmentation from single,double, heterolytic and homolytic disulfide cleavages"
single_all = all_mass[0]
double_uniq = all_mass[1]-all_mass[0]-all_mass[2]#-all_mass[3]
hetero_uniq = all_mass[2]-all_mass[1]-all_mass[0]#-all_mass[3]
homo_uniq = all_mass[3]-all_mass[1]-all_mass[2]-all_mass[0]
scramble = scramble_generator_for_uniq_fragmentation(up_range,low_range,tolerance)
p single_all.sort; p double_uniq.sort ; p hetero_uniq.sort ; p homo_uniq.sort
random_match_count = compare_match(scramble,experimental_spectra).size
hits_from_each_fragmentation = [single_all,double_uniq,hetero_uniq,homo_uniq].collect do |u|
uu = u.delete_if {|i| i < low_range}
p "total unique fragmentation: #{uu.size}"
compare_match(uu,match)
end
p "total_hits"
p match.size
p "single_hits"
p hits_from_each_fragmentation[0]#.size
p si_per = (hits_from_each_fragmentation[0].size.to_f/single_all.size)
p "hits from unique_double_fragmentation:"
p hits_from_each_fragmentation[1]#.size
p dou_per = (hits_from_each_fragmentation[1].size.to_f/double_uniq.size)
p "hits from unique_hetero_disulifde_fragmentation:"
p hits_from_each_fragmentation[2].size
p hete_per = (hits_from_each_fragmentation[2].size.to_f/hetero_uniq.size)
p "hits from unique_homo_disulifde_fragmentation:"
p hits_from_each_fragmentation[3].size
p homo_per = (hits_from_each_fragmentation[3].size.to_f/homo_uniq.size)
p "Hits from 10000 ranmdoly selected number within the range in"
p scramble_per = (random_match_count.to_f/1000)
#up_range,low_range,mass_tolerance)
#double hypergeometric distribution
p [si_per,dou_per,hete_per,homo_per,scramble_per]
end
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‘uniq_peak_analysis.rb’
#this program calculate the common score and pattern diagnostic score for all possible disulfide
patterns.
$LOAD_PATH << (File.dirname(__FILE__) + '/../lib')
require 'rubygems'
require 'distribution'
require 'tools'
class Unique_peaks_analyzer
def initialize(array_of_scores_for_each_pattern,tolerance,up_range,low_range)
@array_of_scores_for_each_pattern = array_of_scores_for_each_pattern
@tolerance = tolerance
@up_range = up_range
@low_range= low_range
end
def common_peaks
p "common_peaks"
common_bins = []
@array_of_scores_for_each_pattern.transpose[6].flatten.sort.each do |i|
if @array_of_scores_for_each_pattern.transpose[6].flatten.count(i) ==
@array_of_scores_for_each_pattern.size
common_bins
<< i
end
end
#common_peaks_from_all_possible_combination
#hypergeometric_distribution_score_for_the_common_peaks
popul = (@up_range-@low_range)/(@tolerance*2)
experimental_spectra = @array_of_scores_for_each_pattern.transpose[-1][0]
p common_bins.uniq
sample_size = experimental_spectra.size
no_of_sucuss_in_pop = common_bins.uniq.size
matches = compare_match(common_bins,experimental_spectra)
if matches.size == 0 then
p "NO MATCH COMMON"
no_matches = 0
else
no_matches = matches.uniq.size
#(no_macthes-1,nu_succ_in_pop1324,experimental_spectra.uniq.count,population.to_i)
ab = 1 - Distribution::Hypergeometric.cdf(no_matches1,no_of_sucuss_in_pop,sample_size,popul.to_i)
p ab.to_f
end
end
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def find_unique_peaks(condition,predict_mazes_for_hygeo)
if condition.include?("pred")
p array_pred_mzs = @array_of_scores_for_each_pattern.transpose[6]
puts "Predicted unique peaks"
elsif condition.include?("hit")
puts "unique peaks that had an actual match"
array_pred_mzs = @array_of_scores_for_each_pattern.transpose[5]
end
if @array_of_scores_for_each_pattern.size == 3
p uniq_peaks = [array_pred_mzs[0] - array_pred_mzs[1]-array_pred_mzs[2],
array_pred_mzs[1] - array_pred_mzs[0]-array_pred_mzs[2],
array_pred_mzs[2]-array_pred_mzs[0]-array_pred_mzs[1]]
elsif @array_of_scores_for_each_pattern.size == 6
p uniq_peaks = [array_pred_mzs[0] - array_pred_mzs[1]-array_pred_mzs[2]array_pred_mzs[3] - array_pred_mzs[4]-array_pred_mzs[5],
array_pred_mzs[1] - array_pred_mzs[0]-array_pred_mzs[2]array_pred_mzs[3] - array_pred_mzs[4]-array_pred_mzs[5],
array_pred_mzs[2] - array_pred_mzs[1]-array_pred_mzs[0]array_pred_mzs[3] - array_pred_mzs[4]-array_pred_mzs[5],
array_pred_mzs[3] - array_pred_mzs[1]-array_pred_mzs[2]array_pred_mzs[0] - array_pred_mzs[4]-array_pred_mzs[5],
array_pred_mzs[4] - array_pred_mzs[1]-array_pred_mzs[2]array_pred_mzs[3] - array_pred_mzs[0]-array_pred_mzs[5],
array_pred_mzs[5] - array_pred_mzs[1]-array_pred_mzs[2]array_pred_mzs[3] - array_pred_mzs[4]-array_pred_mzs[0] ]
else
uniq_peaks = array_pred_mzs
end
if condition.include?("hits") and @array_of_scores_for_each_pattern.size == 1
p "only one pattern: no unique mode"
elsif condition.include?("hits")
popul = (@up_range-@low_range)/(@tolerance*2)
predict_mazes_for_hygeo_size = predict_mazes_for_hygeo.map {|f| f.size}
uniq_peaks_size = uniq_peaks.map {|d| d.size}
combin_pred_actual = [predict_mazes_for_hygeo_size,uniq_peaks_size].transpose
p "p-values for jus the unique peaks::"
combin_pred_actual.collect do |e|
val = Distribution::Hypergeometric.cdf(e[1]1,e[0],@array_of_scores_for_each_pattern[1][4],popul.to_i)
if val == nil
p "no unique hits"
elsif
ab = 1- val
p ab.to_f
end
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end
end
uniq_peaks
end
end
‘tools.rb’
# This file contain supplementary codes necessary to run other files.
class ScreenOutNonChargedFragments
def self.run(fragmented_arrays)
screen_out_frag_array = []
fragmented_arrays.map do |we|
"with charge #{we}"
if we.include?("+")
screen_out_frag_array << we
else
"no charge #{we}"
end
end
screen_out_frag_array
end
end
def bin_it(array,delta)
array.collect {|y| ((y*(1/(delta*2))).round.to_f/(1/(delta*2))).round(2)}
end
def frequency_analyzer(number,name)
items = Hash.new(0)
number.each do |i|
items[i] += 1
end
mass_frequency = [[],[]]
items.sort_by {|key,value| value}.each do |key, value|
mass_frequency[0] << key
mass_frequency[1] << value
end
p mass_frequency[0]
p mass_frequency[1]
p mass_frequency[0].size
p mass_frequency[1].size
File.open(name, "w+") do |f|
f.puts ""
f.puts mass_frequency[0]
f.puts "----------------------"
f.puts mass_frequency[1]
end
end
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def compare_match(array1,array2)
matches = array1.select do |predmz|
array2.uniq.any? do |actmz|
(predmz-actmz).abs.round(3) <= 0.00001
end
end
end
def compare_uniq(array1,array2,delta)
match = array1.select do |predictmzs|
array2.any? do |expmzs|
(predictmzs-expmzs).abs.round(2) <= delta
end
end
array1
array2
match
this = ( array1 - match )
end
def eliminate_outside_mass_range(predicted_spectra,low_range,up_range)
succ_in_pop = []
predicted_spectra.each do |i|
if i > low_range and i < up_range
succ_in_pop << i
end
end
succ_in_pop
end
def clasify(input) #inputs need to be [[4433,34343],[34343,34343]....etc]
store_bin = []
(0..24).collect {|r| store_bin << []}
input.each do |ms|
if ms[0].to_f < 100
store_bin[1] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 200
store_bin[2] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 300
store_bin[3] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 400
store_bin[4] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 500
store_bin[5] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 600
store_bin[6] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 700
store_bin[7] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 800
store_bin[8] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 900
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store_bin[9] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 1000
store_bin[10] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 1100
store_bin[11] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 1200
store_bin[12] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 1300
store_bin[13] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 1400
store_bin[14] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 1500
store_bin[15] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 1600
store_bin[16] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 1700
store_bin[17] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 1800
store_bin[18] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 1900
store_bin[19] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 2000
store_bin[20] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 2100
store_bin[21] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 2200
store_bin[22] << ms
elsif ms[0].to_f < 2300
store_bin[23] << ms
else ms[0].to_f < 2400
store_bin[24] << ms
end
end
store_bin
end
‘scramble_generator’
#This program generates random fragments.
def scramble_generator_for_uniq_fragmentation(up_range,low_range,mass_tolerance)
population = ((up_range-low_range)/(mass_tolerance*2)).round(0)
array_of_no = (1..20000).map {|i| i*0.15D
array_of_no_binned = array_of_no.collect {|y|
((y*(1/(mass_tolerance*2))).round.to_f/(1/(mass_tolerance*2))).round(2)}
array_trim = array_of_no_binned.uniq.delete_if {|d| d > up_range or d < low_range}
array_trim.sample(1000)
end
def generate_random_peptide_from_20AA(no_residues)
["G","A","V","L","I","M","F","W","P","S","T","C","Y","N","Q","D","E","K","R","H"].sample(no_resi
dues).join
end
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Appendix B
The core algorithm for atypical fragmentation via collision induced dissociation. In order
to produce double cleaved peptides, I modified algorithm implemented by Clark et al. 2011 to
generate anticipated MS/MS fragmentation spectrum.
For brief summary, the algorithm consists:
1) Use only b and y series
2) Assume that fragmentation of the precursor mass z=+2 peptide produce ms/ms spectrum
of z = +1
3) No loss of H2O and NH3 for amino acids DEST and KNQR respectively (Parent ion was
absent in our peptides).
4) Double cleavages occur only when y fragmentation is followed by b fragmentation (no
b=>b or y => y fragmentation). This means that:Initial b-fragmentation produces +1
charged N-terminal peptide and non-charged c-terminus peptide.

Subsequent y fragmentation occurs without mobile proton: For charged piece:

For non-charged piece:
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Since mass spectrometer detect charged peptide, all predicted non-charged peptides were
not included in the analysis. Proton does not travel through disulfide bonds. Disulfide bond can
stay intact, break heterolytically or homolytically. The mechanism we used is from from Choi et
al., Journal of Proteome Research 2010.
I implemented this fragmentation simulation with ruby1.9.2 and successfully reproduce
all predicted fragmentation spectrum of intra-disulfide bonded Bovine Serum albumin (BSA)
peptide published on supplementary material by Clark et al. 2011 (except couple spectrum which
Clark et al. miss calculated, which I believe they used -1.00000 upon oxidation of cysteine
instead of -1.007825, which is more accurate value ).
The tolerance for hits was m/z = +-0.3 . All fragmentation was assumed to be +1 and y
and b series where used to create predicted single and double hits.
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